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1.0

INTRODUCTION
Purpose and Background

1.1

This technical document has been prepared to draw together the evidence base that has
been used to inform the preparation of the Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council draft Plan
Strategy for the Local Development Plan (LDP) 2032. It is one of a suite of topic-based
Technical Supplements that should be read alongside the LDP to understand the rationale
and justification for the policies proposed within the draft Plan Strategy.

1.2

It builds upon the suite of 14 thematic Topic Papers prepared and published alongside the
Preferred Options Paper (POP), which established the baseline position and identified the
key issues that need to be addressed by the LDP. This Transportation Technical Supplement
therefore updates this baseline position and sets out the evidence base that has informed
each of the Transport policies within the draft Plan Strategy. The evidence base has been
formed through a number of professional studies and workshops with elected Council
Members. Planning policies will help deliver the themes and actions identified in the Council
Community Plan which links with Outcomes 1 to 5: that our children and young people have
the best start in life; everyone benefits from a vibrant economy; we live healthy, fulfilling
and long lives; we work and live in attractive, resilient and environmentally friendly places
and we live in empowered, harmonious, safe and welcoming communities.

Planning and Transportation – The Challenge of Growth & Connectivity
1.3

Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council population is projected to grow from 142,600 in 2017 to
159, 8001 in 2032 which is an estimated increase in population of around 12%. Households
are projected to grow from 55,786 in 2017 to an estimated 64,508 in 2032.2 The structure of
households is also expected to change with an increase in smaller household size and an
aging population. How can the Local Development Plan deliver places that accommodate
this growth and deliver connectivity with a modal shift to walking, cycling and using public
transport? The planning system interacts with the economic vitality of NI in how it delivers
quality homes where they are needed, employment land, a skilled workforce and the
infrastructure that enables people to get to jobs. But what is needed where is unique to
each town and city. Planning has to find the right location for development, which not only
promotes economic prosperity, but is also environmentally and socially sustainable. Housing
is a number one issue, but poor infrastructure and the need to provide good facilities for
walking, cycling and public transport is not far behind in many areas to limit the
environmental impact and realising reductions in harmful emissions. Planning should be
about constantly reassessing needs, positively promoting sustainable development and
providing for development in a manner that places least stress on transport and essential
infrastructure.

1.4

Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council must provide land for a projected 11,550 new dwellings
between 2017 and 2032, based on the Housing Growth Indicators (HGIs) and allowing for a
higher rate of growth of around 10% as identified in the Preferred Options Paper published
2017. This growth will also require planning policy to build enough of the different types of

1
2

NISRA – Mid 2016 based population projections for areas within NI – published 26 April 2018
NISRA – Household projections (2016 based) published 06 December 2018
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housing needed, with sufficient provision of new housing for the elderly and to
accommodate the people on the waiting list of the NI Housing Executive through
affordable/social housing. This growth requires close consideration of the impact of land-use
planning on schools, housing and employment and the transport infrastructure that
supports it.
1.5

It is important that the new plan is based on an accurate assessment of the scale and type of
development to be planned and its relationship with existing transport infrastructure and
the wider region. It is recognised that the transportation network does not work in isolation
and that people live, work and socialise in different council areas, so the emphasis should
also be on neighbouring council areas and their associated future planned transport
infrastructure. The best information has been used in compiling this paper however it may
need to be revised in light of the release of any new data.

2.0

POLICY CONTEXT
Regional Policy Context
Regional Development Strategy (RDS) 2035

2.1

The RDS sets the context for the sustainable development of Northern Ireland (NI) to 2035.
The RDS acts as the spatial strategy of the NI Executive’s Programme for Government. The
strategy was revised in 2010 to reflect the changing development of Northern Ireland and
continues to set the overarching planning framework for the region. It outlines two types of
strategic guidance:
 Regional Guidance (RG) which is applied to the entire region and relates to the three
themes of sustainable development – Economy, Society and Environment
 The Spatial Framework which enables strategic choices to be made in relation to
development and infrastructural investment.

2.2

The RDS’s vision for regional transportation is ‘ to have a modern, sustainable, safe
transportation system which benefits society, the economy and the environment and which
actively contributes to social inclusion and everyone’s quality of life’.

Regional Guidance (RG2) aims to:


Improve Connectivity



Maximise the potential of the Regional Strategic Transport Network



Use road space and railways more efficiently



Improve social inclusion



Manage the movement of freight



Improve access to our cities and towns



Improve safety by adopting a ‘safe systems’ approach to road safety
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Regional Guidance (RG9)
2.3

Climate change is identified as the most serious problem facing the world. RG9 identifies
mitigation measures with respect to transport to ‘Reduce our carbon footprint and facilitate
mitigation and adaptation to climate change whilst improving air quality’:
 Reduce greenhouse gas emissions from transport
 Reduce noise and air pollution from transport
 Use more energy efficient forms of transport

Spatial Framework Guidance
2.4

The Spatial Framework guidance relates to the 5 key components of the Spatial Framework.
 The Metropolitan Area centred on Belfast
 Londonderry principal city of the North West
 Hubs and Clusters of Hubs
 The rural area
 Gateways and corridors

2.5

SFG4 ‘Manage the movement of people and goods within the Belfast Metropolitan Urban
Area (BMUA)’:
 Manage travel demand within the BMUA
 Improve the public transport service
 Integrate Land Use and Transportation
 Introduce a Rapid Transit system
 Manage the efficient movement of freight
 Improve facilities for walking and cycling which is co-ordinated with infrastructure
Investment.

2.6

SFG 14 ‘Improve accessibility for rural communities’:
 Improve the overall connectivity of rural communities to services and other parts of the
Region by exploring innovative ways of bringing these services to the communities
 Integrate local transport

2.7

SFG15 ‘Strengthen the Gateways for Regional competitiveness’:
 Provide high quality connections to and from the air and sea ports.
 Enhance Gateways and their environmental image.

Ensuring a Sustainable Transport Future – A New Approach to Regional
Transportation
2.8

2.9

This document sets out how the Department of Regional Development (now the
Department for Infrastructure) aims to develop regional transportation beyond 2015. The
emphasis is on moving away from specific road building schemes and has a drive for
sustainability in the travel choices at its core. It sets three high level aims for transportation
along with twelve supporting objectives covering the economy, society and the
environment.
A. Support the Growth of the Economy
1. Improve connectivity within the region
2. Use road space and railways more efficiently
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3. Better maintain transport infrastructure
4. Improve access in our towns and cities
5. Improve access in rural areas
6. Improve connections to key tourism sites
2.10

B. Enhance the quality of life for all
7. Improve Safety
8. Enhance Social Inclusion
9. Develop transport programmes focussed on the user

2.11

C. Reduce the Environmental Impact of Transport
10. Reduce Greenhouse gas emissions from transport
11. Protect biodiversity
12. Reduce water, noise and air pollution

Strategic Planning Policy Statement (SPPS) ‘Planning for Sustainable Development’
2.12

The SPPS sets out strategic subject planning policy for a wide range of planning matters. It
also provides the core planning principles to underpin delivery of the two-tier planning
system with the aim of furthering sustainable development. It sets the strategic direction for
the new councils to bring forward detailed operational policies within future local
development plans.

2.13

The SPPS highlights the importance to successfully integrate transport and land use
generally in order to improve connectivity and promote more sustainable patterns of
transport and travel. The policy recognises that planning should help to mitigate and adapt
to climate change by promoting sustainable development which reduces the need for
motorised transport, encourages active travel, and facilitates travel by public transport in
preference to the private car.

2.14








2.15

Regional strategic objectives for transportation and land-use planning aim to:
Promote sustainable patterns of development which reduce the need for motorised
transport, encourages active travel, and facilitate travel by public transport in preference
to the private car
Ensure accessibility for all, with the needs of people with disabilities and others whose
mobility is impaired given particular consideration
Promote the provision of adequate facilities for cyclists in new development
Promote parking policies that will assist in reducing reliance on the private car and help
tackle growing congestion
Protect routes required for new transport schemes including disused transport routes
with potential for future reuse
Restrict the number of new accesses and control the level of use of existing accesses onto
Protected Routes
Promote road safety, in particular, for pedestrians, cyclists and other vulnerable road
users.

Transportation issues considered by the Council in its LDP should include:
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• Land use allocations and associated transport infrastructure: the LDP should provide the
means to promote, influence and deliver a shift to more sustainable travel modes
• Zoned sites: should include key site requirements for walking and cycling infrastructure or
phasing to tie in with planned improvement of public transport
• Freight and storage: the LDP should allocate land for distribution and storage that are
readily accessible to the Regional Strategic Transport Network
• New transport schemes, walking and cycling: including proposals for road, rail, public
transport, Park & Ride, cycle/pedestrian networks or planned improvements should be
identified
• Disused transport routes: the LDP should identify and safeguard disused transport routes,
such as former railways and canals where there is a reasonable prospect of re-use
• Car parking: the LDP should identify existing and proposed town centre car parks, identify
park & ride sites and consider a range of initiatives to encourage a modal shift from car
usage
• Protected routes: the LDP will identify protected routes

Planning Policy Statement 3: Access, Movement and Parking
2.16

PPS 3 sets out the Departments planning policies for vehicular and pedestrian access,
transport assessment, the protection of transport routes and parking. It forms an important
element in the integration of transport and land use planning. The Policy was prepared in
close consultation with DRD and needs to be considered together with PPS 13
Transportation and Land use.

2.17

It is government policy that there should be greater integration of transportation and land
use planning by promoting more sustainable transport choices; promoting greater
accessibility for all; and reducing the need to travel, especially by the private car.
The main objectives of PPS3 are to:
 Promote road safety, in particular, for pedestrians, cyclists and other vulnerable road
users
 Restrict the number of new accesses and control the level of use of existing accesses onto
Protected Routes
 Make efficient use of road space within the context of promoting modal shift to more
sustainable forms of transport
 Ensure that new development offers a realistic choice of access by walking, cycling and
public transport, recognising that this may be less achievable in some rural areas
 Ensure the needs of people with disabilities and others whose mobility is impaired are
taken into account in relation to accessibility to buildings and parking provision
 Promote the provision of adequate facilities for cyclists in new development
 Promote parking policies that will assist in reducing reliance on the private car and help
tackle growing congestion
 Protect routes required for new transport schemes including disused transport routes
with potential for future reuse.
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Planning Policy Statement 13: Transportation and Land Use
2.18

Planning Policy Statement (PPS) 13 was published in February 2005 to assist in the
implementation of the RDS by being a material consideration in dealing with individual
planning applications and appeals. The PPS is shaped by the following RDS strategic
objectives:
 To develop a Regional Strategic Transport Network, based on key transport corridors, to
enhance accessibility to regional facilities and services (SPG-TRAN 1).
 To extend travel choice for all sections of the community by enhancing public transport
(SPG-TRAN 2).
 To integrate land use and transportation (SPG-TRAN 3).
 To change the regional travel culture and contribute to healthier lifestyles (SPG- TRAN 4.)
 To develop and enhance the Metropolitan Transport Corridor Network; to improve public
transport service in the Metropolitan Area; to manage travel demand within the
Metropolitan Area (SPG-BMA 3-5).
 To create an accessible countryside with a responsive transport network that meets the
needs of the rural community (SPG-RNI4) The primary Objective of PPS 13 is to integrate
land use planning and transport by promoting sustainable transport choices, promoting
accessibility for all and reducing the need to travel, especially by private car.

Parking Standards
2.19

The document published in 2005 by the former DOE sets out the parking standards (car
parking, motorcycle parking, cycle parking) in assessing proposals for new development. It
includes parking standards for residential development previously published in ‘Creating
Places- Achieving Quality in Residential Developments’. The principle objective of the
parking standards is to ensure that, in assessing development proposals, appropriate
consideration is given to the accommodation of vehicles attracted to the site within the
context of wider government policy aimed at promoting modal shift to more sustainable
forms of transport. Developers will be required to demonstrate there is adequate provision
of space within the site, for parking, manoeuvring, loading and unloading to fulfil the
operational requirements of the proposed development.

Development Control Advice Note 15 Vehicular Access Standards (DCAN 15)
2.20

The purpose of DCAN 15 is to give general guidance to intending developers, their
professional advisors and agents on the standards for vehicular access. PPS3 refers to the
Department’s standards for vehicular accesses. DCAN15 sets out and explains those
standards and is a material consideration for planning applications and appeals.
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Draft Programme for Government
2.21

The Programme for Government (PfG) adopts an outcomes based approach supported by a
number of indicators that highlight the Executives desired direction of change. There are a
number of indicators relating to transportation including: to improve transport connections
for people, goods and services: increase the use of public transport and active travel;
increase environmental sustainability and improve air quality. The role the LDP can play in
delivering the Programme for Government’s economic, social and environmental outcomes
is recognised.

Northern Ireland Changing Gear – A Bicycle Strategy for Northern Ireland (2015)
2.22

This document outlines the Department for Infrastructure’s vision for the kind of cycling
community it would like Northern Ireland to be in 25 years. The vision is “A community
where people have the freedom and confidence to travel by bicycle for every day journeys.”
The aim of the strategy is to have a comprehensive bicycle network which comprises urban
and rural networks and linkages between the two.
The design and maintenance of this network is fundamental to the promotion of a modal
shift in transport. It is recognised this shift will take time requiring funding and support
however the strategy contains ambitious targets over and beyond its life span.

Strategic Greenways and Disused Transport Routes
2.23

A ‘Strategic Plan for Greenways’ published by the Department for Infrastructure in 2016
defines greenways as “traffic-free routes connecting communities to all kinds of destinations
for commuting, everyday journeys or leisure and recreation.”
The aim of the Strategic Greenways Plan is to encourage a substantial increase in the
number of people walking and cycling as a regular part of everyday life through the building
of a connected and accessible regional greenway network which significantly increases the
length of traffic-free routes.

2.24

Three strategic greenways are located/proposed in the Council area:
• a primary route extending the existing Sustrans National Cycle Route No. 9 from
Sprucefield, through the Maze Lands to Moira and onwards towards Portadown
• a secondary route connecting Carryduff to the Primary Belfast Greenway
• a further secondary route connecting Lisburn to Banbridge.

2.25

The Council is supportive of the future provision of strategic greenways recognising the
benefits they provide, including reducing reliance on the private car, connecting
communities with facilities, services, schools and places of work, promoting health and wellbeing, reducing pollution and congestion, increasing access and awareness of the natural
and historic environment, along with the potential for tourism opportunities.

2.26

At present the railway connection between Lisburn and Antrim is disused. The Plan proposes
that this disused railway route is protected for possible re-use for transport purposes. In
consultation with Translink, the Council has established that any work that might be carried
out to enhance the network to bring back services to the Antrim/Lisburn line with
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connections to Belfast International Airport would require a robust financial, economic and
transportation case.

Local Policy Context
Belfast Urban Area Plan (BUAP) 2001
2.27

The purpose of the BUAP was to establish physical development policies for this broad urban
area up to 2001, clarifying the extent and location of development and providing a
framework for public and private agencies in their investment decisions relating to land use.
Although alterations were made in 1996, the BUAP is now largely out-of-date and was
formally superseded by the BMAP in September 2014. However, BMAP was quashed as a
result of a judgement in the court of appeal delivered on 18 May 2017, meaning that the
BUAP 2001 remains the statutory development plan for most of the council’s area.

The Lisburn Area Plan 2001
2.28

The change in council boundary as a result of the local government reform on 1 April 2015,
and the subsequent quashing of BMAP, means that the Lisburn Area Plan 2001 remains a
statutory development plan. Adopted on 4 July 2001, the Lisburn Area Plan sought to
establish physical development policies for Lisburn and its surroundings up to 2001.

Lagan Valley Regional Park Local Plan 2005
2.29

The quashing of BMAP also means that the Lagan Valley Regional Park Local Plan (adopted in
1993) was re-instated as the statutory development plan for the Lagan Valley Regional Park
(LVRP). It sets out the strategy and policies associated with the protection and enhancement
of the natural and man-made heritage of the LVRP. Its main objectives are to conserve the
landscape quality and features of the Lagan Valley and to enhance recreational use for the
public.

Carryduff Local Plan 1988-1993
2.30

No final version of the adopted Plan was published. The adopted Plan therefore comprises
the provisions of the Draft Plan as approved and amended by the Adoption Statement. A
composite Proposals Map and schedule for Carryduff was subsequently produced.

Belfast Metropolitan Area Plan 2015
2.31

Although formally adopted in 2014, this process of final BMAP adoption was declared
unlawful as a result of a judgement in the court of appeal delivered on 18 May 2017. This
means the Belfast Urban Area Plan (BUAP) 2001 and the other Development Plans including
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the Lisburn Area Plan 2001 provides the statutory plan context for the area. The formal
development plans which apply are dated and silent on many of the planning issues
pertinent to needs of current planning decision making. In recognition of this unique
circumstance and taking account of the short term transitional period in advance of the
adoption of the Local Policies Plan it is important to provide clarity in relation to the
application of planning policy.
2.32

Draft BMAP, in its most recent, post-examination form remains a significant material
consideration in future planning decisions. It was at the most advanced stage possible prior
to formal adoption. Draft BMAP referred to throughout this document therefore refers to
that version. However, in preparing this document the council has also had regard to the
provisions of the draft BMAP which was published in 2004, the objections which were raised
as part of the plan process and the Planning Appeals Commission Inquiry report.

2.33

The SPPS’s transitional arrangements provide for continuity until such times as a new LDP
for the whole of the council area is adopted to ensure continuity in planning policy for taking
planning decisions.

2.34

A key component of the BMAP plan strategy is to develop an integrated inclusive transport
system. The plan proposals seek to reduce reliance on the car by a closer integration of
transportation and land use by promoting significant improvement in public transport and
by management measures to influence the choice of travel mode. The provision of improved
facilities for walking and cycling as a means of providing greater travel choice is a key
principle.

2.35

The plan proposals seek to manage integrated transportation with benefits to the
environment and human health and to enhance accessibility to employment, community
and other facilities for those without access to the use of a car. There is an emphasis on
provision of housing and employment within existing urban footprints and on mixed use
development to ensure patterns of development are supportive to a choice of modes of
transport including public transport.

Belfast Metropolitan Transport Plan (BMTP)
2.36

The BMTP is a local transport plan which was developed by the former Department of
Regional Development to accompany the Development Plan, BMAP. A number of
transportation initiatives to enhance Lisburn & Castlereagh’s accessibility have been
proposed via the BMTP, which are as follows:
•The improvement of rail services between Lisburn & Belfast – including a new station at
West Lisburn (replacing the existing Knockmore Halt)
• Provision of Park & Ride at West Lisburn station, more parking at Lisburn station in the City
Centre and the development of Park & Ride opportunities at Sprucefield
• Development of a Quality Bus Corridor between Lisburn & Belfast City Centres
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• The introduction of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) solutions including Variable
Message Signs (VMS) in conjunction with parking provision
• Widening of the M1 and junction improvements on the Westlink
• Construction of the M1 - Knockmore Link Road
• Construction of the North Lisburn Feeder Road
• The development of an integrated network of Quality Walking and Cycle Routes and links
to bus and rail stations
• Improvements to local and inter urban bus services
• A contra-flow bus lane enabling buses to access Lisburn bus station
• Redevelopment of Smithfield Square bus station in Lisburn
• Retention of the existing one-way system in Lisburn City Centre and additional traffic
calming of streets
• A key aim is to retain the option of re-instating the Antrim-Lisburn rail line as a part of a
potential passenger circle line which could serve Belfast International Airport
• Introduction of a Lisburn City Centre to Sprucefield bus shuttle to encourage visitors
• More effective management of City Centre car parking to reduce long-stay parking and
maximise the use of short-stay spaces
• Improvements to local bus services and Walking Accessibility in Lisburn & Castlereagh
• The Belfast Rapid Transit scheme (EWAY) and (WWAY)
• Dundonald Park & Ride
• Quality Bus Corridor (QBC) route to/from Belfast City Centre serving main transport
corridors towards Newtownards and Carryduff
• Formal Park & Ride at Cairnshill
• Informal Park & Ride at Carryduff

• Route Management Strategy along the A55, A24 and A20 to improve safety and efficiency
of Strategic Network
• The development of an integrated network of Quality Walking and Cycle Routes
• Proposals for traffic calming on the non-strategic road network to discourage traffic from
using local roads

Proposals ‘Post’ Belfast Metropolitan Transport Plan (BMTP) and Belfast
Metropolitan Area Plan (BMAP)
2.37

A number of proposals have been made following publication of both the BMTP and BMAP,
as follows:
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• Proposed Moira Park & Ride extension adjacent to the Railway Station for a potential 430
car parking spaces.
• Relocation of Sprucefield Park & Ride to nearby site, with direct access to M1 Junction 8,
including increased parking for a total of 658 cars, with terminal building, toilets and bicycle
stands.
2.38

In consultation with Translink, the Council established that there is currently no proposal to
provide extra Park & Ride capacity at Lisburn Railway Station. Additionally, the informal Park
& Ride proposal at Carryduff has not transpired, however any future road schemes would
need to consider providing a Park & Ride/ Share facility as part of the scheme. Finally, the
BMAP proposal for a Park & Ride site at Quarry Corner has been superseded by the
Dundonald Park & Ride site which now supports the Glider Network.

2.39

The Department for Infrastructure (DfI) have confirmed through consultation with the
Council that the Belfast Metropolitan Transport Plan (BMTP) will be reviewed as part of the
next stage of the Local Development Plan process.

Lisburn & Castlereagh Community Plan 2017-2032
2.40

The Council took on responsibility for community planning in 2015 as a result of local
government reform. Community Planning is enshrined in the Local Government Act
(Northern Ireland) 2014 and places a duty on the Council along with a number of named
partners to identify long-term objectives for improving the social, economic and
environmental well-being of the district and the achievement of sustainable development
while promoting equality of opportunity and good relations and tackling poverty, social
exclusion and patterns of deprivation. The plan sets out a joint vision and long-term
ambitions for the future, as well as outlining priorities for action.

2.41

The vision for Lisburn & Castlereagh is ‘An empowered, prosperous, healthy, safe and
inclusive community’.

2.42

Delivery of this vision is based on a number of strategic outcomes. Councils must take
account of their current Community Plan when preparing a Local Development Plan (LDP).
The Community Plan includes supporting outcomes including ‘that we live and work in
attractive, resilient and environmentally friendly places’ which includes a number of actions
including sustainable and accessible transport. A number of targets set including reducing
private car use; reducing congestion, pollution and obesity; increasing physical activity and
access to open spaces; increase walking and cycling; more accessible and efficient public
transport links and improving connections across the Council area.

2.43

The LDP will provide a spatial expression to the community plan, thereby linking public and
private sector investment through the land use planning system.

West Lisburn Development Framework
2.44

A number of key road schemes are proposed for the West Lisburn Area:
• Knockmore link road
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• Improve existing and develop new integrated multi-mode transport infrastructure
• Local distributor roads
• West Lisburn train halt and Park & Ride facility
• Direct access into The Maze Lands/West Lisburn from M1
• Development of an integrated network of pedestrian and cycling routes.

Lisburn City Centre Masterplan Review February 2019 (Draft)
2.45

The refreshed objectives have emphasis on transport and movement including improving
the pedestrian experience. Objective 7; to reconnect the city centre with the Lagan Corridor
and objective 8; to improve connectivity throughout the city centre. Parts of Lisburn City
Centre are quite heavily dominated by transport infrastructure, including highways and
surface car parking. The recently completed Car Parking Strategy promotes rationalisation of
car parking. To complement this strategy the Masterplan encourages improvements to
signage and wayfinding to ensure drivers are directed efficiently to the main car parks and
pedestrians are directed to the many services and facilities within and around the City
Centre. The Masterplan gives consideration to a new pedestrian/cycle connection across the
River Lagan and connectivity between the retail core and Lisburn Leisure Park. Objective 8
aims to encourage city centre living with many benefits including better access to public
transport and the railway/bus network. Opportunity exists to encourage walkers and cyclists
using the towpath within the Lagan Valley Regional Park to access both Lisburn and Belfast
and the wider area. The regeneration of the city centre sites including promoting an evening
economy can attract people to the area and encourage a modal shift to walking, cycling and
using public transport.

Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council Car Park Strategy and Action Plan, 2019 (Draft)
2.46

As a result of Local Government Reform in Northern Ireland in 2015, the Department for
Infrastructure Roads (DfI) transferred all of its off street car parks, excluding Park and
Ride/Park and Share which are owned by DfI but managed by Translink, to local councils.
Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council is now responsible for the operation of twelve car parks
previously operated by DfI, as well as five legacy Council sites.
The car park strategy was developed in four stages:
Stage 1 – consideration of the baseline in terms of parking provision and policies and also an
assessment and review of usage, operation and tariffs
Stage 2 – detailing current issues, challenges and trends in relation to car parking within the
Council area, and identifying through successful scheme examples, best practice in terms of
the management and operation of parking facilities
Stage 3 – detailing potential future developments and the impact they may have upon
parking provision in off street car parks within Lisburn City Centre
Stage 4 – Parking Strategy and Action Plan
The issues considered in the Car Park Strategy (which assesses the Council’s off-street car
parks) relate to the availability of spaces and the conflict between long and short stay
parking serving the differing needs both of the individual and the Council area.
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Local Air Quality Management Areas - Policy Guidance & Investing for Health
2.47

The management of air quality in Northern Ireland is currently based on the requirements of
European Union (EU) Air Quality Directives, and on the UK Air Quality Strategy. These
requirements are incorporated (or ‘transposed’) into Northern Ireland’s own legislation by
statutory measures, forming the basis of a strong framework for managing air quality. It is
the responsibility of DAERA to inform the public about air quality in the region, particularly
with regard to warning the public when information and alert thresholds are exceeded.

2.48

Local Air Quality Management (LAQM) provides the framework under the Environment
Order (NI) 2002 within which air quality is managed by Northern Ireland’s local authorities
(district councils). LAQM requires district councils to review and assess a range of air
pollutants against the objectives set by the Air Quality Strategy, using a range of monitoring,
modelling, and other methods. For locations where objectives are not expected to be met by
the relevant target date, district councils are required to declare an Air Quality Management
Area (AQMA), and to develop an Action Plan to address the problem.

2.49

There are currently 23 AQMAs in Northern Ireland. Lisburn & Castlereagh has one AQMA at
Normandy Court Dundonald.

2.50

Some of the measures and initiatives introduced to deliver improvements in air quality
include the Belfast Rapid Transit system (the Glider service) which was launched on the 3rd
September 2018. It aims to provide a fast, frequent, accessible and reliable transport service
for Belfast. The first phase began operation in September 2018 and links East Belfast, West
Belfast and the Titanic Quarter via the city centre. Its articulated vehicles each have a
capacity of 105 people, potentially saving an estimated 83 car journeys, and use hybrid
diesel/ electric technologies for lower emissions.
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Regional Strategic Network Transport Plan
2.51

Publication of a Regional Strategic Network Transport Plan is included in the NICS Outcomes
Delivery Plan as an action which will contribute to reducing journey times on our key
economic corridors, reduce congestion and bottlenecks and improve road safety for
motorists. These actions included in the Plan should also contribute to a reduction in
emissions and support economic growth.

Walking and Cycling Infrastructure
2.52

The Department for Infrastructure has been working on eight urban bicycle infrastructure
schemes. One of these in the Lisburn & Castlereagh Council area is the widening of the
Comber Greenway to Dundonald. Funding has also been provided to Councils to enable
them to develop plans for greenway schemes.

Active School Travel in Northern Ireland
2.53

The Department for Infrastructure and the Public Health Agency jointly fund Sustrans (a
charity promoting cycling and walking) to deliver the Active School Travel Programme across
Northern Ireland until 2021. The aim of this programme is to provide schools with the skills
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and knowledge to get more children walking, cycling and scooting as their main mode of
transport to school. More information about Active School Travel in Northern Ireland can be
found at https://www.sustrans.org.uk/NIschools

CHIPS Project in East Belfast
2.54

The Europe-wide CHIPS project (Cycle Highways Innovation for Smarter People Transport
and Spatial Planning) seeks to promote cycling and facilities for cyclists. Until 2019, Belfast
will be collaborating with cities in the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany and the Republic of
Ireland. Supported by funding from DAERA, Sustrans is working with CHIPS, and last year
carried out a survey of cyclists using the Comber Greenway in East Belfast to identify the
barriers preventing people commuting by bicycle. The results, published in January 2017,
showed that the biggest barriers were concerns about heavy traffic and possible
confrontation with car drivers.
https://www.sustrans.org.uk/news/healthmain-motivator-take-cycling

2.55

DAERA are presently producing a new Air Quality Action Plan (AQAP), therefore LCCC
Environmental Services Department proposes to continue with automatic and passive
monitoring of NO2 and assess planning applications so as to reliably inform the AQAP for
Northern Ireland.

2.56

A specific Air Quality Strategy for Northern Ireland is in preparation.

2.57

The strategy will look at air pollution on a sectoral basis, focusing on pollution from road
traffic, household emissions and agricultural activities. It will put forward policy proposals
for reducing air pollution from each of these sectors. It also looks at the existing Local Air
Quality Management (LAQM) system to see how it should be improved, and makes
recommendations regarding raising awareness of air pollution and its impacts, and how
communication may be used to promote behaviour change. Following consultation, the
Strategy will be finalised and published.
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3.0

GUIDANCE ON THE PREPARATION OF THE LDP FOR TRANSPORT

Guidance on the preparation of LDP policies for Transport (DfI) February 2019
3.1

In preparing LDPs Councils must take account of the RDS 2035, the Sustainable Development
Strategy for Northern Ireland, the SPPS and any other policies, strategies, plans or advice in
guidance issued by DfI. It is of critical importance that LDPs provide robust local operational
policies and guidance that align with DfI in relation to transport. DfI are currently developing
a suite of local Transport Strategies and Plans which set out intentions for investment in
transport networks over the next 15 years. DfI would wish that the Council policies take
account of the relevant Transport Strategies and Plans.

3.2

Local Development Plans and Transport Plans together have a key role to play in facilitating
the integration of transportation and land use planning. The integration of land use and
transport planning has the potential to: reduce the need for motorised travel; provide
infrastructure that will enable an increase in the use of sustainable travel modes – walking,
cycling and public transport; and make better use of existing transport infrastructure and
minimise the need for new transport infrastructure.

3.3

The Transport Plans will set out the Department’s intentions in terms of new transport
infrastructure and services.

3.4

Planning Policy Statement 3 (Revised) Access, Movement and Parking’ and Planning Policy
Statement 13 ‘Transportation and Land Use’ contain a number of Key Considerations
supported by robust transport management policies that have been proven to work well
since their introduction in 2005 and 2010 respectively. These policies are closely replicated
(in a strategic way) in the Strategic Planning Policy Statement for Northern Ireland. The
provisions of the SPPS apply to the whole of Northern Ireland. They must be taken into
account in the preparation of LDPs and are material to all decisions on individual planning
applications and appeals.

3.5

In preparing the Local Development Plan (LDP), DFI advise that the Council may wish to take
account of the following Key Considerations:
1. Integration of land use and transportation; accessibility analyses should be employed to
assist in the identification of appropriate development sites where integration with public
transport, cycling, walking and the responsible use of the private car can best be achieved.
The concept of accessibility focuses on the relationship between four key parameters: a
location and its land use; an essential service relevant to the land-use; a specified mode of
transport; and the time of travel. The use of isochrone maps is a central component of
accessibility. Isochrones are lines which join locations of equal travel time from a chosen
origin or to a chosen destination or vice versa.
2. Active Travel Networks; LDPs should identify active travel networks and provide a range
of infrastructure improvements to increase use of more sustainable modes.
3. Park & Share and Park & Ride; these should be developed in appropriate locations to
reduce the need to travel by car and encourage use of public transport.
4. Creating an Accessible Environment; Developers will be required to build in accessibility
such as dropped kerbs, tactile paving, unhindered approached to buildings, pedestrian/cycle
priority and ease of access to public transport. This should be included in the policy.
5. Access to Public Roads; the acceptability of access arrangements, including the number of
access points onto the public road should be assessed.
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6. Protected Routes; LDP policy must provide clear coverage on various classes of protected
route e.g. motorways, dual carriageways, ring roads, through-passes, by-passes, other
protected routes and petrol filling stations.
7. Safeguarding new transport schemes; planning permission must not be ranted for
development that would prejudice the implementation of a transport scheme identified in a
LDP or Transport Plan.
8. Disused Transport Routes; planning permission will not be granted for development that
would prejudice the re-use of a disused transport route identified in a LDP or Transport Plan.
9. Transport Assessments & Travel Plans; LDP policy should make reference to DfI published
TA guidance, and include reference for developer contributions for infrastructure
improvements.
10. Walking & Cycle provision; planning permission should only be granted for development
where the needs of pedestrians and cyclists are taken into account such as safe and
convenient cycle parking and links to existing or programmed pedestrian or cycle networks
11. Provision of public and private car parks; the applicant should be required to
demonstrate that the proposal does not contribute to an increase in congestion and that
parking is appropriately managed and is compatible with adjoining land uses.
12. Car Parking & Servicing; all car parking and servicing proposals should not prejudice road
safety or inconvenience the flow of people or goods.
13. Design of Car Parking; development must include a high standard of design, layout and
landscaping for parking.
14. Temporary Car Parks; these should not be granted unless a need exists that cannot be
met in the short term by the Council or the private sector and any planning application
shows the proposals to develop/redevelop the site.

Policy Forum for Northern Ireland Keynote Seminar: Priorities for transport
infrastructure in Northern Ireland
3.6

The publication reflects proceedings at the Policy Forum for Northern Ireland keynote
seminar held on 20th February 2018. It examines the future for infrastructure development.
 The draft Programme for Government (dPfG) highlights the importance of transport
infrastructure in unlocking economic potential and addressing the key social and
environmental challenges. The dPfG is focused around outcomes.
 In considering infrastructure needs over the long term there are three broad areas that
are important: the economy, how it grows and changes; demography, our growing
population and settlement patterns; and the wider regulatory environment.
 The Industrial Strategy sets out a framework to transfer our economy, moving to higher
value export orientated sectors. Importance of investing in our strategic network if we
are to see higher levels of growth in investment.
 The number of people aged over 65 is anticipated to grow by 75% over the next two
decades. This has significant implications for transport policy, as we will have to deal
with a higher level of dependency and reliance on public transport to access services.
 Transport makes a major contribution to place making. It can either contribute to
creating vibrant, engaging urban areas through a greater emphasis on public transport
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and cycling, or it can contribute to the types of congested unattractive spaces, which
have led in the past to movement of people away from our city centres.
 Growing demand for transport has been met by an increasing reliance on the private car
and an increase in the number of single occupancy cars on the roads. That trend for
travel is likely to continue, so there is a clear need for a focus on using our network more
efficiently through public transport and active travel for local journeys.
 A major part of the solution going forward is to have a much more integrated approach
to land use and transport planning so we are locating development in areas where
public transport and active travel can be viable options. Aligning the local development
plan with the new suite of transport plans which DfI are bringing forward is important.
 Investing in public transport and active travel networks, including integrated ticketing and
journey apps to make it easier and more convenient to use public transport, while also
engaging with major employers to promote the benefits of public transport, active travel
and car sharing.
 Increased investment in alternatives to the car, especially bus lanes, the launch of the
Belfast Rapid Transit (Glider) and Park and Ride facilities have proved immensely
popular, with the result that several have had to be expanded.
 Examples of private money building roads to support new housing include the North
Lisburn Feeder Road. The Knockmore Link probably will be as well, and that is one area
where we can use private money for improving the road network.

 The movement of goods is dependent on the efficient use of infrastructure. In Northern
Ireland we are overly reliant on the road network. The primary concern of businesses
involved in moving goods here is improving regional connectivity, thus improving the
journey time between primary urban centres and manufacturing hubs. The ability to get
goods to market efficiently is a key criteria for businesses when choosing to locate. It’s
no coincidence that the most prosperous and industrialised areas in NI are connected via
motorway or a dual carriageway network. Congestion also has a significant impact on
fuel consumption with the impact that stop/start has. It is vitally important that we
future proof our infrastructure and provide the necessary support for new technology
and sustainable fuels such as compressed natural gas and electric.

Electric Bikes and Legislation in NI
3.7

Legislation to change the law in NI began in 2016, but cannot be completed as the assembly
is not sitting. As a result electric bikes in Northern Ireland need to be insured, taxed and
registered with the DVLA. In the rest of the UK anyone aged 14 or over can ride electric
bikes that meet certain requirements.

3.8

Transportation Related Planning Applications/Approvals in Lisburn & Castlereagh
Reference
S/2014/0884/F
(Lisburn City)

Proposal
Proposed new rail halt
and park and ride facility
(incorporating platforms
footbridge ticket office
staff facility on
footbridge , 350no

Location
Land East of
Knockmore
Road
South of no 6880 Addison Park
and No's 8-10

Status
No Decision
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S/2010/0431/F
(Lisburn City)

S/2014/0185/F
(Lisburn City)

LA05/2018/1061/O
(Lisburn City)

LA05/2017/1234/F
(Lisburn City)

standard car parking
spaces 22no disabled
parking spaces, 2no
electric car charging
points and bus turning
area) including
associated ancillary
works (Amended
Scheme)
Proposal for relocation
of nearby Park & Ride
(P&R) site, with direct
access to M1 Junction 8,
including increased
parking for total of 658
cars, with disabled
parking, security hut,
public toilet, bicycle
stands and 2no bus stop
Provision of a single
storey terminal building
c/w toilets and waiting
room to serve the park
and ride in lieu of the
previously approved
security hut, public toilet
and bicycle stand.
Erection of new buildings
for retail use (Class A1)
and restaurant and hotel
uses (Both Sui Generis).
Alteration of existing
vehicular access and
egress arrangements.
Reconfiguration of
existing, and provision of
new internal vehicle,
pedestrian and cycle
routes, Landscaping and
Public Realm.
Reconfiguration of public
and staff car parking
area, servicing
arrangements and other
ancillary works and
operations.
It is proposed to create a
new section of riverside
path to act as an
extension of the existing
towpath and facilitate

Knockmore
Road and North
of Flush Park
Lisburn

Site at rear of
41, 45 & 49
Eglantine Road
Lisburn, with
direct access to
M1 Junction 8.

Permission Granted

Site at rear of
41
45 and 49
Eglantine Road
Lisburn

Permission Granted

Sprucefield Park
Lisburn

No Decision

Lands adjacent
and north of
River Lagan
between
dwellings on

Permission Granted
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LA05/2017/1124/F
(Lisburn City)

LA05/2018/1154/O
(Lisburn City)

LA05/2015/0041/F
(Lisburn City)

access from the
residential area north of
the Lagan into Union
Locks and provide access
to the Discover
Waterways site.
545 residential units
comprising a mix of
detached houses, semidetached houses,
townhouses and
apartments; internal site
distributor and access
roads; open space and
landscaping; access
roundabout on Glenavy
Road and associated
realignment works; new
bus lay-by on Glenavy
Road; improvements to
Glenavy Road/
Brokerstown Road
junction and Glenavy
Road/ Nettlehill Road/
Ballymacash Road mini
roundabout junction;
widening of part of
Brokerstown Road to
provide a new bus lay-by
facility for Ballymacash
Primary School;
cycle/footway
connections; and
associated site works
Proposed mixed use
development to include
new housing (1300
dwellings) and
commercial floor space
(770,000 sq. ft.) 1.6km
M1-Knockmore link road,
riverside parkland and
ancillary works
Erection of 53 No
dwellings (comprising a
mix of detached and
semi-detached dwellings
with garages, and
apartments), with below
ground pumping station,

Lagan Walk
(east) and
Maralin Avenue
(north west)
Lisburn
Agricultural land
south of
Glenavy Road
and west of
Brokerstown
Road
Lisburn; section
of Glenavy Road
from Penworth
Green to
Ballymacash
Road; mini
roundabout at
Ballymacash
Road

No Decision

Lands at Blaris
Lisburn (lands
between
existing M1
Junction 8/
A101
roundabout and
Moira Road/
Knockmore
Road junction)
Lands at Blaris
Road Lisburn
immediately
opposite and to
the south of
Rivergate Lane
Lisburn

No Decision

Permission Granted
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associated landscaping,
site and access works
and a car parking area to
facilitate access to the
adjacent Lagan Valley
Regional Park (Union
Locks) (Amended plans
and additional
information)
LA05/2015/0845/RM Mixed use development
(Lisburn City)
comprising 49
apartments, 4 retail units
and 3 offices with access
arrangements and
associated car parking
and landscaping
(Additional information /
amended drawings)
S/2014/0732/F
Provision of new car park
(Hillsborough)
to serve Hillsborough
Castle and associated
vehicular access from
the A1
LA05/2019/0019/F
Environmental
(Hillsborough)
improvements works
comprising the
rationalisation and
extension of the existing
car park, facilitated
through the removal of
the existing picnic area
and relevant trees.
Introduction of a
footpath, cycle stands,
replacement trees and
picnic tables
LA05/2016/0927/PAN Proposed new 430 space
(Moira)
park & ride facility

LA05/2018/0249/PAD

Park and Ride facility

Table correct as of 02-10-2019

Jordan's Mill Car
Park 24 Antrim
Street Lisburn

Permission Granted

Hillsborough
Castle

Permission Granted

Hillsborough
Forest Park

Permission Granted

Lands adjacent
to existing car
park at Moira
Railway Halt.
At Moira Train
Station

PAN Acceptable

-
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4.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF LISBURN & CASTLEREAGH LOCAL TRANSPORT STUDY
Introduction
Chapter 1

4.1

This details the importance of the Local Transport Study (LTS) to integrate with the Council’s
Local Development Plan – Plan Strategy. The LTS presents a range of measures for walking,
cycling, public transport and roads up to 2030, in addition to the linkages with the Regional
Strategic Transport Network Transport Plan (RSTNTP). However, at this stage, the location of
the transport measures are not described in detail. The detail and specific schemes will be
added at LDP Local Plan Polices Stage, when land use zonings are identified. The section also
details the study area to include the transport measures for the main settlements.

Chapter 2
4.2

This section provides the policy context that have informed the preparation of the LTS,
including the draft Programme for Government; the Regional Development Strategy 2035;
Ensuring a Sustainable Transport Future: A New Approach to Regional Transportation;
Northern Ireland Changing Gear: A Bicycle Strategy for Northern Ireland; the Strategic
Planning Policy Statement (SPPS) and the Local Development Plan and also the Council’s
Community Plan.

Chapter 3
4.3

This section outlines the Transport Evidence Baseline in the form of regional connectivity,
accessibility and transport networks and refers to the Annex for details of the evidence in
the form of maps, diagrams and tables including field work surveys.

Chapter 4
4.4

This section outlines forecasts in population growth and the increased demand for travel.

Chapter 5
4.5

This section outlines a summary of the Transport issues and opportunities from interpreting
the Transport Evidence baseline including Regional connectivity; Accessibility to essential
local services; Urban sustainable transport infrastructure in Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater
Urban Area, Carryduff, Hillsborough and Moira; Modal choice for journeys to work and
education; Road networks and also Parking Provision.

Chapter 6
4.6

This chapter sets out the transport objectives. The Local Transport Study (LTS) was prepared
by DfI in consultation with the Council. The LTS does not propose identified schemes but
introduces a framework against which future proposals will be delivered. The overall focus
of the LTS at Plan Strategy stage is to improve transport connections for people, goods and
services whilst protecting the environment.
The seven objectives to support the Plan Strategy are as follows:
• Objective 1: Enhance accessibility by road and public transport from the urban centres of
Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough to Belfast,
Derry/Londonderry, gateways and hubs.
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• Objective 2: Ensure viable public transport accessibility to essential services for people
living in the Lisburn & Castlereagh Council area.
• Objective 3: Ensure there are attractive and safe active travel networks (walking and
cycling) linking all existing and new residential, employment, retail and leisure developments
in the urban areas of Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Dundonald, Moira,
Hillsborough and Carryduff.
• Objective 4: Deliver high-quality public realm in the centres of Lisburn City, Castlereagh
Greater Urban Area, Moira, Hillsborough and Carryduff, with reduced vehicle dominance, to
make the towns attractive places to live and work and to improve safety for active travel
modes.
• Objective 5: Enhance accessibility by sustainable modes of transport to the centres of
Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira, Hillsborough and Carryduff to
safeguard their viability.
• Objective 6: Enhance safety for all modes of transport and reduce the number and severity
of casualties.
• Objective 7: Ensure our transport systems are resilient to climate change and wellmaintained.

Chapter 7
4.7

This section provides discussion on transport options and presents Transport Measures to
assist in the future development of the Council areas.
The eleven confirmed measures identified in the LTS are:
1. Improved inter-urban roads on key transportation corridors
2. Improved ‘limited stop’ bus services to key hubs (as defined in the RDS 2035)
3. Integration of passenger transport services including innovative transport models such as
‘ride-share’
4. Maintained and improved rail services and connections
5. New urban road links and supporting sustainable transport infrastructure to facilitate key
development funded by developer
6. Town Centre Parking Strategies including integrated management of long and short-stay
spaces
7. Provision of improved walking facilities in towns
8. Improvements to existing cycle network and provision of a new network of attractive
radial cycling routes in towns and greenways between towns
9. Traffic management schemes in urban areas to re-balance modal hierarchy
10. Implement safety measures to reduce collisions
11. Transport infrastructure to be designed, provided and maintained to ‘best practice’
standards to maximise performance at all times.

Chapter 8
4.8

This section concludes confirming the eleven measures as identified above.
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Local Transport Study for Lisburn & Castlereagh (DfI)

LISBURN AND CASTLEREAGH
LOCAL TRANSPORT PLAN
TRANSPORT STUDY
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1.

Introduction
Note: This Study is part of the Belfast Metropolitan Transport Plan Local Transport Study
(BMTS). The BMTS has yet to be completed and therefore this study is provided in draft
form. It will remain as a draft until the BMTS is finalised and until then it is subject to
change. The Department has agreed that the Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council (LCCC)
may use the Draft LCCC LTS as a technical supplement to the LCCC LDP Plan Strategy.

1.1.

Purpose of Local Transport Study

1.1.1. The Department for Infrastructure (DfI) is working co-operatively with Councils across
Northern Ireland to produce a new family of Local Transport Plans (LTP) to integrate with
their Local Development Plans (LDP). These plans move through different stages, and
increase in detail from an overall strategic direction, through to specific local policies and
schemes.
1.1.2. The Belfast Metropolitan Transport Plan (BMTP) will be prepared by DfI in collaboration with
the Councils that fall, at least in part within the Belfast Metropolitan Urban Area (BMUA) to
inform their LDP – Local Policies Plan (LPP). An initial BMTP Local Transport Study (BMTS) has
been developed by DfI in collaboration with the BMTP Councils to inform their LDP – Draft
Plan Strategy stage.
1.1.3. As Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council (LCCC) falls within the BMTP area, the draft Lisburn
and Castlereagh Local Transport Study (LTS) has been prepared by the Department for
Infrastructure (DfI) as part of the BMTS. The section of the LCCC area that falls within the
BMUA is considered in more detail within the main body of the BMTS.
1.1.4. Throughout the development of the study, DfI has shared the evidence and drafts of the
study at the earliest possible opportunity so that consideration of the emerging study could
inform the Lisburn and Castlereagh Council Local Development Plan (LDP) – Draft Plan
Strategy stage.
1.1.5. The purpose of the BMTS is to set out an objective evidence-based assessment in relation to
current and future transport issues in the context of the strategic direction set for transport
in the draft PfG, the Councils’ growth ambitions and future indicative transport measures
required to facilitate Council growth ambitions during the LDP period to 2032 in the BMTP
area. It will also ensure that the transport network and transport needs of the area are taken
into account when planning for its future development. Whilst the transport elements are
quite distinct in terms of the services they offer and benefits they bring, the key linkages
with land-use planning will collectively help deliver on shared regional and local ambitions
and outcomes.
1.1.6. The purpose of the LCCC LTS is to provide clarity on the transport measures that DfI expect
to deliver during the LDP period to 2032 in the Lisburn and Castlereagh area and to ensure
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that the transport network and transport needs of the Lisburn and Castlereagh area are
taken into account in planning for its future development.
1.1.7. These transport measures are developed in the LTS in line with the draft Programme for
Government, current government policies and with the direction of the Lisburn and
Castlereagh City Council Community Plan, LDP Preferred Options Paper and emerging Draft
Plan Strategy.
1.1.8. The LTS presents the range of measures for walking, cycling, public transport and roads for
the period up to 2035.
1.1.9. At this point, in line with the LDP Plan Strategy stage, the location of the transport measures
are not described in detail. Rather, the detail and specific schemes will be added at the later
LDP Local Policies Plan stage, when land use zonings are identified. However in this LTS, it
should be noted that the measures are illustrative only and do not represent a
commitment to any particular scheme by the Department. In general terms the measures
have been selected in order to ascertain the likely strengths and weaknesses of the modes of
transport.

1.2.

Study Approach and Document Structure

Approach
1.2.1. The methodology approach adopted by the BMTS is summarised in Figure 1.1 as a sequence
of tasks.
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Policy Context

Transport Context

Transport Objectives

Transport Issues

Modelling Approach for
BMUA

Evidence Base Approach
for Outer Areas

Development of Options
– Illustrative Measures by
Mode

Development of Options
– Illustrative Measures by
Objective

Appraisal of Options Against
Objectives Quantitatively
using Model Results

Appraisal of Options
Against Objectives
Qualitatively

Conclusions
Figure 1-1 – BMTS Study Methodology Showing Approaches for BMUA and Outer Areas

1.2.2. The BMTP study area encompasses five councils that fall, at least in part within the BMUA.
The councils that make up the BMTP area are:
 Antrim and Newtownabbey Borough Council (ANBC);
 Ards and North Down Borough Council (ANDBC);
 Belfast City Council (BCC);
 Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council (LCCC); and,
 Mid and East Antrim Borough Council (MEABC).
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1.2.3. Two separate approaches have been used in the BMTS depending on where the transport
measures occur. Within the BMUA, a modelling approach has been taken as shown in grey in
Figure 1.1. As this LTS relates primarily outside the BMUA, a transport evidence base has
been produced and an objective review of the evidence provides a qualitative narrative on
the potential transport options.
Technical Annex
1.2.4.
This document includes by a technical annex which includes detail relating to the towns
within the Council area.
1.2.5.

1.3.

The remainder of this chapter considers the general characteristics of the council area
before outlining the structure of the report.

The Study Area

Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council
1.3.1.
The Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council LTS is aligned to the Lisburn & Castlereagh City
Council area, as shown in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1-2 – Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council Area
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1.3.2. Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council has several settlements with Castlereagh Greater Urban
Area3, Lisburn City and Lisburn Greater Urban Area comfortably the largest among them. The
next largest settlements of Carryduff, Moira and Hillsborough and Culcavy are much smaller.
Further detail on the settlements within the council area are summarised in Table 1.1.
Table 1-1 - Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council Settlements and 2011

SETTLEMENT
Castlereagh Greater Urban Area
Lisburn City
Lisburn Greater Urban Area
Carryduff
Moira
Hillsborough and Culcavy
Maghaberry
Glenavy
Milltown
Moneyreagh
Annahilt
Dromara
Lower Ballinderry
Aghalee
Drumbeg
Stoneyford
Ravernet
Other
Total
1.3.3.

USUAL RESIDENTS
2011
55,857
45,370
31,186
6,961
4,591
3,952
2,450
1,784
1,499
1,384
1,051
1,006
917
873
817
605
554
26016
134841

Figure 1.3 summarises a number of the area’s key demographic and transport- related
characteristics and expresses these in terms of their percentage variation from Northern
Ireland (NI) average. The full details are provided in Table 1.2.

3

Castlereagh Greater Urban Area refers to the former Metropolitan area south east of Belfast City Council
area stretching from Dundonald to Newtownbreda.
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Figure 1-3 – Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council Key Characteristics Compared to NI Average
Table 1-2 – Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council Key Characteristics Compared to NI Average

1.3.4. Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council is a geographically small council as measured by area and
measures 50,279 ha in area compared to the NI average of 123,294 ha. Its population
density is approximately 2.7 persons per hectare compared to the NI average of 3.7 and 65%
of the population live in towns of 5,000 or more compared to the NI average of 58%. The
Council area has therefore a predominately urban population and as a result only 35% of the
population live in rural areas. The small area is related to the low road length per capita
which is 0.01km compared the NI average of 0.02km. The urban nature of the roads leads to
road speeds which are in line with the NI average. Settlements within the Council area are
highly accessible by public transport, with 78% of the population within a 30 minute bus/rail
journey, compared to the NI average of 68%. Only 15% of households in the Council area do
not own a car compared to the NI average of 21%.

1.4.

Report Structure

1.4.1.

The structure of the LTS is as follows:
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 Chapter 2 provides the Policy Context that outlines the principal policies and strategies
that have informed the preparation of the LTS;
 Chapter 3 outlines the Transport Evidence Baseline in the form of regional connectivity,
accessibility and transport networks;
 Chapter 4 outlines population growth and development proposals;
 Chapter 5 outlines a summary of the Transport issues and opportunities as developed
from an interpretation of the Transport Evidence baseline;
 Chapter 6 presents the Transport Objectives which have been developed in light of the
strategic policy context and local LCCC issues and direction as set by the Community Plan,
the Preferred Option Paper and the emerging Draft Plan Strategy;
 Chapter 7 commences with a discussion of transport options and assesses their merits
before presenting the recommended Transport Measures.
 Chapter 8 summarises the conclusions of the Transport Study and the recommended
measures.
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2.

Policy Context

2.1.

Introduction

2.1.1. The LCCC Council’s Community Plans set out the Council’s ambitions and the LDP process
aims to map out the delivery of these ambitions. The Council has published a Preferred
Options Paper (POP), an initial plan preparation consultation paper designed to stimulate
debate and encourage feedback on key issues of strategic significance which are likely to
influence the direction of the LDP.
2.1.2. The LDP Plan Strategies (LDP PS) will set out a vision and strategic objectives of the councils
with the expectation of being achieved by 2032, for the benefit of the entire community. The
LDP PS will go through Independent Examination by the Planning Appeals Commission (PAC).
2.1.3. Similarly, the PfG sets out the former Northern Ireland Executive’s wider ambitions to
address the major social, economic and environmental issues affecting all sections of society.
2.1.4. In addition to the PfG, there are a number of strategic planning and transport policies
developed by DfI which set the context for this LTS, namely:
 The Regional Development Strategy 2035 – Building a Better Future;
 Ensuring a Sustainable Transport Future: A New Approach to Regional Transportation;
and
 Northern Ireland Changing Gear – A Bicycle Strategy for Northern Ireland.
2.1.5. These strategic documents are NI-wide and all Council areas are required to take full
cognisance of their content and to plan accordingly.
2.1.6. This LTS has been developed to support the achievement of both the objectives set out in
the above documents, and also the objectives of the Council’s Community Plan.

2.2.

Planning Policy Context

Reform of local government & development planning
2.2.1. Reform of the Northern Ireland planning system came into operation on 1st April 2015. The
unitary system where all planning powers rested with the Department of the Environment
was replaced by a new two-tier systems model of delivery, with Local Government District
Councils being made responsible for a number of planning functions including local planmaking, development management and planning enforcement.
2.2.2. Within this system central government (DfI) has responsibility for regional planning policy,
the determination of regionally significant planning applications, called-in applications, and
planning legislation. It also provides oversight, guidance for councils, audit, governance and
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performance management functions. In addition to this DfI continues to be the competent
authority for transport.
Strategic Planning Policy Statement for Northern Ireland – Planning for Sustainable
Development (SPPS)
2.2.3. The SPPS was published in September 2015 and is a statement of the government’s policy on
important planning matters that should be addressed across Northern Ireland. It reflects
expectations for delivery of the planning system.
2.2.4. The document consolidates the 20 separate Planning Policy Statements (PPSs) into one
document, and sets out strategic subject planning policy for a wide range of planning
matters. It sets out the core planning principles to underpin delivery of the two-tier planning
system with the aim of furthering sustainable development.
2.2.5. The SPPS identifies a number of regional strategic objectives for transportation and land-use
planning as follows:
 promote sustainable patterns of development which reduce the need for motorised
transport, encourages active travel, and facilitate travel by public transport in preference
to the private car;
 ensure accessibility for all, with the needs of people with disabilities and others whose
mobility is impaired given particular consideration;
 promote the provision of adequate facilities for cyclists in new development;
 promote parking policies that will assist in reducing reliance on the private car and help
tackle growing congestion;
 protect routes required for new transport schemes including disused transport routes
with potential for future reuse;
 restrict the number of new accesses and control the level of use of existing accesses onto
Protected Routes; and
 promote road safety, in particular for pedestrians, cyclists and other vulnerable road
users.
2.2.6. Transport accessibility is considered to be a key strand throughout the SPPS. The SPSS must
be taken into account in the preparation of LDPs and in the determination of planning
applications. The SPPS also recommends that councils undertake local transport studies to
identify transportation and land use planning issues to be addressed through the delivery of
LDPs. This is to have consideration of transport infrastructure (as related to development
proposals / land use zoning) such as new transport schemes, walking, cycling and car
parking.
2.2.7. This approach is in accordance with the stated aim of the SPPS contained within the Regional
Development Strategy 2035 (RDS 2035) with regard to transportation “to secure improved
integration with land-use planning”. In addition, Section 3 of Part 2 of the Planning Act
(Northern Ireland) 2011 (the Act) refers to the “survey of the district” and the requirement
from councils to keep under review matters which may be expected to affect the
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development of its district or the planning of that development, including “the
communications, transport system and traffic of the district” (Section 3 (2) (d)).
Local Development Plans
2.2.8. Part 2 of the Act places a statutory requirement on each council to prepare an LDP for its
district. An LDP consists of two separate development plan documents, covering the council
district:
 a Plan Strategy (PS) which will set out the council's vision, objectives and growth strategy
for the area along with strategic policies; and
 a Local Policies Plan (LPP) which will set out the council's detailed policies in relation to
the development and use of land in its district.
2.2.9. The PS is produced first with scrutiny at the independent examination stage. The LPP is
prepared subsequently to be consistent with the PS. As an initial task, each council is also
required to prepare and publish a Preferred Options Paper (POP) which sets out for
consultation purposes:
 a series of options for dealing with the key issues in the plan;
 evidence to appraise the different issues and options; and
 the council’s preferred options and its justification for selecting/recommending its
preferred approach.
2.2.10. The BMTP councils have all completed this initial task by publishing their POPs. Each of the
POPs include direct references to transport in the documents’ objectives. The objective can
be categorised as economic, social or environmental.
2.2.11. Common transport themes run through the five POPs including the promotion of sustainable
transport including public transport and active travel as well as forms of management the
city/town centre demand for private vehicles such as parking restraints. In addition, there is
an acceptance within the documents that growth should be focused within the existing
cities/towns where levels of sustainable transport provision is infrastructure is generally
higher.
2.2.12. In terms of sustainability, the growth aspirations across the BMTP area have the potential to
produce a greater number of trips and careful mitigation will be needed to reduce the
number undertaken by private car. The complementary investment in green transport and
Active Travel would be critical in ensuring sustainable long-term development.

2.3.

Draft Programme for Government4

2.3.1. The Draft PfG framework of the former NI Executive focuses on improving wellbeing for all
through tackling disadvantage and driving economic growth. The draft PfG is outcomesbased and is focused on impact at a whole population level, rather than a list of activities or
4

Outgoing Ministers have given cover to proceed with the policy direction set by the last Executive in the draft PfG,
consequently, Departments are continuing to deliver public services in line with the policy direction in the draft PfG..
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inputs. The ambitions contained in the PfG will only be realised through sustained
collaboration, across organisational and sectoral boundaries.
2.3.2. The PfG identifies 12 strategic outcomes of societal wellbeing, supported by 49 indicators.
Outcomes Delivery Plans have been developed for each of these, setting out the key actions
to support delivery of PfG outcomes.
2.3.3. In respect of transport infrastructure and connectivity the DfI’s main contribution to the PfG
is through:
 Outcome 11: We connect people and opportunities through our infrastructure; and
 Outcome 2: We live and work sustainably – protecting the environment.
2.3.4. The key focus of Outcome 11 is the importance of physical connectivity as a key enabler of
economic growth and social cohesion. Outcome 2 has a focus on protecting the environment
while supporting wider economic growth and social cohesion objectives. Under this
framework DfI is directly responsible for delivery of two transport related PfG indicators:
DfI’s key priorities and the focus of delivery plans under this outcome is improving journey
time on key economic corridors and increasing use of public transport, walking and cycling.
2.3.5. In delivering progress towards this PfG outcome DfI seeks to ensure that investment in our
transport infrastructure supports economic and social progress while seeking to minimise
the harmful effects generated by motorised traffic through congestion and pollution on the
environment and on health. Enhancing the flow of traffic on key routes between population
centres is a key enabler of economic growth, reduces environmental hotspots as result of
traffic congestion and benefits individual road users. In isolation, however, road
improvements will also drive an increase in road traffic, generating further congestion and
poorer air quality. Incentivising more sustainable and efficient ways of travelling such as
walking, cycling and public transport will reduce traffic congestion and encourage healthier,
more environmentally sustainable lifestyles which will be of wider benefit.
2.3.6. It is understood that variations in the rural / urban settlement balance across NI will provide
variations in the challenges and opportunities for Councils in delivering progress towards PfG
outcomes. Nevertheless, the ability of DfI to contribute to the successful delivery of PfG will
be reliant on the concerted and collaborative efforts of delivery partners working in
partnership with DfI.

2.4.

The Regional Development Strategy 2035 – Building a better Future (RDS
2035)

2.4.1. The RDS 2035, published March 2012, is a long-term plan to deliver the spatial aspects of the
PfG. The RDS 2035 recognises the need for balanced sub-regional growth and importance of
key settlements as centres for growth and investment.
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2.4.2. The RDS 2035 includes Regional Guidance (RG) to “deliver a balanced approach to transport
infrastructure” and Regional Guidance 2 (RG2) which will allow the region to remain
competitive in the global market in a sustainable manner. The focus of this guidance is on
managing the use of road and rail space and how we can use our network in a better,
smarter way.
2.4.3. In particular, the RDS 2035 recognises the need to maximise the potential of the Regional
Strategic Transport Network (RSTN) to enhance accessibility to towns; to help build an
integrated regional economy; facilitate tourist travel including improving connections to key
tourism sites; and reduces where possible, unsuitable traffic into towns.
2.4.4. The RDS 2035 contains a Spatial Framework and Strategic Planning Guidelines based on
focusing development in gateways (such as ports and airports), hubs and clusters (such as
key towns and cities), and prioritising the improvement of the main transport corridors that
form the regional transportation network. . The RDS identifies Lisburn City as part of the
Belfast Metropolitan Urban area. It recognises the benefits Lisburn gains from its
geographical location at the meeting point of the Belfast/Dublin economic corridor and the
East/West transport corridor.

2.5.

Ensuring a Sustainable Transport Future: A New Approach to Regional
Transportation (New Approach)

2.5.1. The New Approach, published April 2012, sets out proposals for regional transportation
beyond 2015. It was developed to complement the RDS 2035.
2.5.2. The New Approach sets out three High Level Aims for transportation, each of which is
supported by a number of Strategic Objectives – these are outlined below:
A. Support the Growth of the Economy
1: Improve connectivity within the region
2: Use road space and railways more efficiently
3: Better maintain transport infrastructure
4: Improve access in our towns and cities
5: Improve access in rural areas
6: Improve connections to key tourism sites
B. Enhance the quality of life for all
7: Improve Safety
8: Enhance Social Inclusion
9: Develop transport programmes focused on the user
C. Reduce the Environmental Impact of Transport
10: Reduce Greenhouse gas emissions from transport
11: Protect biodiversity
12: Reduce water, noise and air pollution
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2.6.

Northern Ireland Changing Gear – A Bicycle Strategy for Northern Ireland

2.6.1. The bicycle strategy, published August 2015, outlines the ambition to transform cycling in
Northern Ireland over a 25 year period. The strategy’s vision for cycling in Northern Ireland is
for;
“A community where people have the freedom and confidence to travel by bicycle for every
day journeys”
2.6.2. The document identifies a number of objectives which have been set to guide the delivery of
the bicycle strategy. These are:
 Making urban areas in Northern Ireland more accessible for people using the bicycle –
improvements to cycling infrastructure will enable more people to access facilities in our
urban centres by bicycle or by multi modal journeys.
 Improve opportunities for social interaction – 22% of households in Northern Ireland do
not have access to a car/van. Improved cycling infrastructure enhances the travel
opportunities for those who don’t have access to a car/van. Perhaps more importantly,
cycling is a social form of transport. It allows people to interact and engage with their
surroundings, their community and their neighbours. This can help build a sense of
community and contribute to personal well-being and social inclusion.
 Improvements in public health – increased levels of bicycle use have both direct (personal
fitness) and indirect (improvements to air quality) benefits for public health.
 Increase safety for people using the bicycle – this includes reducing the proportion
involved in collisions and increasing the ‘feel safe’ factor for people riding a bicycle.
2.6.3. The bicycle strategy outlines how a comprehensive network of bicycle facilities should be
developed, including a focus on urban networks where detailed proposals for infrastructure
should be outlined and delivered alongside specific behaviour change initiatives and
campaigns. In the urban areas, radial routes (primary routes) and quiet routes should be
developed to form a comprehensive hierarchical network. The bicycle strategy also
highlights the role that greenways can play in a comprehensive network.
2.6.4. The Bicycle Strategy outlines a 3 Pillar Approach, based around Build (infrastructure, design,
cycle parking and safety), Support (education and training, safety and security, legibility and
mapping), and Promote (respect and understanding, marketing and flagship events and
schemes).

2.7.

Exercise Explore Enjoy: A Strategic Plan for Greenways

2.7.1. In November 2016 DfI published it greenways strategy entitled “Exercise Explore Enjoy: A
Strategic Plan for Greenways”. The documents provides a vison for “A region where people
have ready access to a safe traffic free environment for health, active travel and leisure”.
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2.7.2. The strategy sets out the plans for a network of greenways, connecting towns and cities to
the villages and countryside from east to west and north to south across all eleven councils.
2.7.3. The document identifies 3 classifications of greenway routes that should be explored;
 Primary Greenway Network – to provide long distance connectivity;
 Secondary Greenway Network – to provide wider access to greenways; and,
 Community Paths – to provide doorstep opportunities to connect local communities
to their local green space and neighbouring communities.

2.8.

Belfast Metropolitan Area Plan 2015

2.8.1. The Belfast Metropolitan Area Plan 2015 (BMAP) remains unadopted. The Draft Belfast
Metropolitan Area Plan is therefore referred to here as the most relevant land use plan. The
Draft BMAP was prepared in parallel with the (non-statutory) Belfast Metropolitan Transport
Plan (BMTP) to ensure that as far as possible the plans are mutually supportive. In this
respect the land use locations in the Plan were closely linked with the priorities and
proposed transport investment in BMTP, outlined separately below.
2.8.2. In developing BMTP attention was paid to improving accessibility to key strategic sites and
regeneration areas identified by the RDS and progressed by the draft Plan. In addition the
Plan took into account the land use requirements of transportation infrastructure by
identifying protection lines for planned transport schemes and abandoning protection for
schemes which were no longer to be implemented
2.8.3. The Draft Plan includes two Transport Policies:
 TRAN 1 – Parking Standards within Areas of Parking Restraint. These standards were
expected to be varied only in appropriate circumstances and on the basis of empirical
evidence.
 TRAN 2 – Publicly Owned Off-street Surface Car Parks within City and Town Centres. This
effectively required parking supply levels to be maintained following the re-use of
existing central car parks.

2.9.

Belfast Metropolitan Transport Plan 2015

2.9.1. The Belfast Metropolitan Transport Plan 2015 (BMTP 2015) is non statutory and was
prepared by the then Department for Regional Development as a technical supplement for
the Draft BMAP and unadopted BMAP 2015. The BMTP 2015 includes a phased and costed
implementation programme of transport schemes to 2015. The implementation of these
proposals was subject to detailed economic appraisal, funding availability and statutory
processes.
2.9.2. BMTP included schemes arranged along four modal themes:
 Walking and Cycling – such as walking corridors and cycle routes;
 Public Transport – such as bus and rail schemes;
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 Highway – such as road schemes; and
 Management measures – such as parking controls or traffic management used to control
traffic and influence travel demands and patterns.
2.9.3. Whilst many of the core objectives of the BMTP 2015 remain relevant, the wider strategic
framework has changed with the publication of the RDS 2035 and a new RTS and therefore
BMTP 2015 is considered outdated. Therefore schemes and transportation initiatives
included in the BMTP 2015 will require further consideration as part of the development of
the new Belfast Metropolitan Transport Plan which will accompany the Local Policies Plan

2.10. Interim Belfast Metropolitan Transport Plan
2.10.1. The Interim Belfast Metropolitan Transport Plan set out a short term framework for the
planning and delivery of transport infrastructure in and providing access to Belfast City
Centre covering the period from 2017 to 2020. The framework was prepared by the
Department in consultation with Belfast City Council with the aim of ensuring an integrated
approach in the development of transport infrastructure and services supporting the
regeneration of Belfast City Centre in line with wider strategic objectives as set out in the
draft PfG and supported by the Belfast Agenda. In this context, the framework presented a
‘refresh’ of the policies and schemes set out in the BMTP.
2.10.2. The Framework aimed to ensure a joined-up approach between the Department as the
transport authority and Belfast City Council as the planning authority in the development of
Belfast City Centre. In particular it seeked to ensure clarity as to both the major transport
priorities and the strategic focus of transport policy and investment.
2.10.3. While the Interim BMTP was concerned with developments and transport infrastructure
within Belfast City Centre, in order to influence travel choices to the city centre, the
framework also commented on the balance of commuter priorities on the major radial
corridors which deliver commuters to and from the City Centre.

2.11. Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council Context
POP
2.11.1. Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council published their Preferred Options Paper (POP) in March
2017. The Council proposed a concise vision, shared with the Community Plan:
“An empowered, prosperous, healthy and inclusive community.”
2.11.2. The POP identifies six Strategic Objectives that clearly encompass the areas of economy,
environment and social advancements:
 Enabling Sustainable Communities & Delivery of New Homes;
 Driving Sustainable Economic Growth;
 Growing our City, Town Centres, Retailing & Offices;
 Promoting Sustainable Tourism, Open Space & Recreation;
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 Supporting Sustainable Transport and Other Infrastructure; and,
 Protecting and Enhancing Built and Natural Environment.
2.11.3. The objective, Supporting Sustainable Transport and Other Infrastructure includes direct
support for specific road schemes such as the Knockmore to M1 link and the M1 to A1 link.
It also states that the LDP should provide the means to promote, influence and deliver a shift
to more sustainable travel modes. The objective gives rise to a number of specific Preferred
Options:
 Retain a number of key transportation infrastructure schemes;
 Retain a number of Key Park & Ride and identify new Park & Ride / Park & Share sites;
 Promote Active Travel in new development; and,
 Protect and develop safe, shared and accessible Greenways.
2.11.4. Other transport-related options are found within the other Strategic objectives:
 Enabling Sustainable Communities & Delivery of New Homes
o
Focus future housing growth in Lisburn City and retain the existing settlement
hierarchy – hence maximising the use of existing transport infrastructure
 Driving Sustainable Economic Growth
o
Redesignate the Blaris Major Employment Zoning as a Mixed Use site –
potentially providing short distance journeys but also creating significant
additional commuting traffic on the M1 to Belfast; and,
o
Retain designation of the Maze Lands as a Strategic Land Reserve of Regional
Importance – providing the potential for significant additional commuting and
goods vehicle flows on the M1.
 Growing our City, Town Centres, Retailing and Offices
o
Extend the existing City Centre Boundary of Lisburn City Centre – providing
additional potential for growth in the most accessible locations; and,
o
Extend District and Local Centre Boundaries of Forestside and Dundonald providing additional potential for growth in currently accessible locations.
 Enhancing the Built & Natural Environment
o
Retain the existing policy-led approach with regards to the protection and
enhancement of Built Heritage Assets and Natural Assets and identify new
Assets and designations – possibly impacting on the assessment of new
physical infrastructure.
Community Plan
2.11.5. The Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council 2030 Community Plan sets out the vision for “an
empowered, prosperous, healthy, safe and inclusive community.”
2.11.6. The shared values and principles which underpin this vision are sustainable development,
equality and participation. These themes are fundamental in guiding the emerging vision
and strategic objectives of the Local Development Plan and the Local Transport Study.
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Figure 2-1 - Community Planning Vision, Themes and aims (Source: Lisburn and Castlereagh City
Council – Community Plan)
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3.

Transport Evidence Baseline

3.1.

Transport Evidence Baseline

3.1.1. Figure 1.3 and Table 1.2 in Section 1 – Introduction, have provided a demographic and
transport context for the Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council area, noting in particular its mix
of urban and rural areas. This section introduces a more detailed transport evidence
baseline for the Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council area.
3.1.2. The evidence is presented in the form of maps, diagrams and tables provided in Annex 1.
The evidence has been gathered from a range of standard published sources including the
2011 Census, Translink public transport timetables, and Police Service NI statistics, in
addition to analytical analyses undertaken by the Department and fieldwork surveys on
behalf of the Department. The evidence baseline focuses on the performance of the
transport networks and features accessibility and modal choice.
3.1.3. Annex 1 presents the following in turn:
 Regional connectivity from Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira,
Carryduff and Hillsborough by road and public transport – what time is required to travel
to the economic centres and travel gateways of Northern Ireland?
 Accessibility to health services by public transport from across the Council area – to what
degree do current rural bus services allow residents of the rural areas to reach essential
health facilities?
 Urban walking and cycling infrastructure in Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area,
Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough – how well developed are the current networks?
 Local urban bus services in Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira, Carryduff
and Hillsborough – to what degree do they provide coverage for urban residents?
 Travel to work journeys – where do residents of Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council work?
 Modal choice for journeys to work and education across the Council area – how far do
people travel to work and school / college and what mode of travel do they use?
 Road network speeds at peak and off-peak time periods – to what degree is the road
network congested?
 Road collision history in Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira, Carryduff
and Hillsborough – how many people are injured or killed on roads and streets in the
towns and which modes are most vulnerable?
 Parking provision in Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira, Carryduff and
Hillsborough – how many parking spaces are there in the town centres, where are they
located, whether they are in public or private ownership, what tariffs are in place and
how many spaces are designated for disabled use?
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3.1.4. Interpretation of the evidence and identification of transport issues and opportunities are
described in the Section 5 – Transport Issues and Opportunities.

3.2.

Integrated Land Use and Transport Planning

3.2.1. The integration of land-use and transport planning processes provides a unique opportunity
to combine the shared regional and local ambitions which are set out in the PfG and also in
the Community Plan and LDP.
3.2.2. The integration of land use and transport planning has the potential to reduce the need for
travel, make better use of existing transport infrastructure and ensure that new transport
infrastructure and services are effective, efficient and minimise their impacts on the
environment.
3.2.3. Integration is especially important in urban areas where there are practical choices to be
made in terms of the location and type of development that may have substantial knock-on
impacts on local environments and hence travel behaviour. In general terms, stronger city
centres and greater development densities along public transport corridors can increase the
use of sustainable and active travel modes. Conversely, dispersed development and low
densities, whilst generally not adding to city centre traffic congestion, tend to further
increase car dependency.
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4.

Growth and Development proposals

4.1.

The LCCC POP foresees a population increase of 18,413 and approximately 13,300 new
houses required over the period 2015 – 2030. The proposed allocation of housing would
locate the majority of the new houses in the main settlement of Lisburn City, with the
remainder allocated between the smaller towns, villages, small settlements and the
countryside. Additional population, new houses and households will lead to increases in the
demand for travel. This gives rise to the following transport issues:
 Addressing additional congestion which would be created by an increase in private cars.
Our urban road network is already congested at peak times whilst relatively few people
choose to walk, cycle or use public transport.
 Additional demand for travel needs to be minimised through land-use planning and
sustainable infrastructure provided to reduce growth in road traffic. In all cases the
consideration of safety for all road users will be a primary concern.
 Housing growth within the main towns is the most integrated land-use and transport
planning solution. It offers the greatest opportunity to minimise congestion, social
exclusion, air quality problems and increase walking and cycling. However, it is recognised
that where there are committed housing sites which have planning permission or where
development is ongoing, the ability to provide alternative modes of travel as part of any
current development control process may be more difficult to achieve.
 Outside Lisburn City and Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, most settlements are located
on the public transport network. Those that have frequent and direct bus services to
Lisburn City or Belfast offer the best locations for sustainable transport opportunities,
offering people an alternative to the private car. These should be the focus of most new
housing (and taking into account the Housing Evaluation Framework, RDS) outside
Lisburn City and Castlereagh Greater Urban Area.
 Houses in the countryside are unlikely to contribute to a meaningful shift towards
alternative transport modes. However, where houses can be located within easy walking
distance of existing bus routes, this may help minimise the potential for social exclusion.

4.2.

The potential for increasing social inclusion is magnified by the predicted differential ageing
effect and the growth in people living alone. The proportion of over 65’s is expected to
increase to 22% by 2030.

4.3.

The Preferred Options Paper proposes that 6,500 new jobs may be required over the Plan
period. Employment land would be allocated primarily to Lisburn with the balance in the
urban centres of Castlereagh Greater Urban Area and Carryduff.
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4.4.

The transport impacts differ according to the type of employment and are generally as
follows:
 Service industry, such as a business park, would generate a relatively high number of
people movements and a primary concern should be its accessibility by public transport,
walking and cycling.
 Manufacturing would require a balance concerning accessibility for employees and the
traffic impacts of heavy goods vehicles carrying materials and finished goods to and from
the site.

4.5.

However, in both cases it should be noted that the location, and in particular its distance
from residential areas will dictate whether accessibility by walking and cycling is practical
and whether public transport becomes the primary consideration for employee accessibility.
In all cases the consideration of safety for all road users will remain a primary concern.
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5.

Transport Issues and Opportunities

5.1.

Introduction

5.1.1. This section provides an interpretation of the Evidence Baseline and proposes issues and
opportunities for transport measures to be considered for inclusion in the Draft Transport
Study.
5.1.2. The following are dealt with in turn:
 Regional connectivity from Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira,
Carryduff and Hillsborough by road and public transport
 Accessibility to essential local services by public transport from across the Council area
 Urban walking and cycling infrastructure and bus services in Lisburn City, Castlereagh
Greater Urban Area, Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough
 Modal choice for journeys to work and education across the Council area
 Road network speeds at peak and off-peak time periods
 Road collision history in Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira, Carryduff
and Hillsborough
 Parking provision in Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira, Carryduff and
Hillsborough
 Legacy Road Alignments

5.2.

Regional Connectivity

5.2.1

Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Dundonald, Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough
are well connected by road to Belfast, Newry, Larne and Warrenpoint by the Key Transport
Corridors. The settlements are also relatively well connected by road to western transport
gateways such as Enniskillen and Londonderry. Journey times are reasonable on account of
the settlements’ locations and the provision of dual carriageway roads.

5.2.2

Widening and an upgrade to the A26 between Moira and Nutts Corner would improve travel
times from Moira and other settlements to Belfast International Airport.

5.2.3

Public transport travel times are dependent on the bus network coverage and timetable
integration. The Goldline ‘limited-stop’ bus network is important in providing attractive
travel times across the Council area. The M1, A1 (Belfast – Newry) and A3 (Lisburn – Moira)
corridors improve connectivity to Lisburn City and Belfast. The A24 (Saintfield Road) and A55
(Knock Dual Carriageway) corridors improve connectivity to Castlereagh Greater Urban Area
and Belfast. The A3 corridor improves connectivity to Moira and the A7 and A24 corridors
improve connectivity to Carryduff. Unlike car travel times, the pattern of public transport
travel times are unevenly distributed. Journey times to northerly and westerly locations in
Northern Ireland are relatively long due to the need for interchange in central Belfast.
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5.2.4

From Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Dundonald, Moira, Carryduff and
Hillsborough, journeys of up to 1 hour extend throughout the Council area and also to
neighbouring Council areas. Travel times to Belfast from each of these settlements are up to
1 hour. By comparison, travel times to Londonderry are 2.5 – 3.0 hrs hours, as shown in
Figures A.8 - A.13 (Annex 1).

5.2.5

In Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Dundonald, Moira, Carryduff and
Hillsborough, and at strategic locations along the routes, park and ride facilities have a role
to play in encouraging the use of Goldline bus services for longer journeys into Belfast. These
facilities may be especially important for residents of smaller towns and villages and outlying
rural areas.

5.3.

Accessibility to Essential Local Services

5.3.1

Figure A.14 shows accessibility by public transport to health facilities. The maps show that
there is reasonably good accessibility to health services in the morning peak period.

5.3.2

Figure A.14 shows that people living on the bus and rail routes have travel times of less than
20 minutes. Accessibility is provided by bus services scheduled to provide access to work and
education in Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira, Carryduff and
Hillsborough settlement centres, and to a lesser degree, the smaller settlements.

5.3.3

The frequency of bus and rail services from towns/villages to the main urban centres of
Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough varies. Bus
services from some settlements are good and operate throughout the day on a regular basis,
whereas services to other smaller or outlying settlements are generally limited to peak
periods and the midday. In addition, the public transport catchment area is reasonably good,
with only the more outlying areas of the Council having no access to health services.

5.3.4

Any rationalisation of health facilities could result in substantial increases in journey time
which may effectively put these services out of reach for residents outside the main towns,
without access to private car. Also any reductions in rural bus services could have a direct
detrimental impact on these residents. Any additional residential development in rural areas
not currently on a bus route will add directly to the number of people who have no access to
essential local services except by private car.

5.3.5

It is important to note that the viability of rural bus networks is an NI-wide policy issue for
DfI and other statutory transport providers and is the subject of separate current work. The
findings and recommendations will be fed back to the Local Transport Plan and LDP
processes.
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5.4.

5.4.1

Urban Sustainable Transport Infrastructure in Lisburn City, Castlereagh
Greater Urban Area, Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough
Lisburn City
Figure A.15 shows details of the pedestrian infrastructure in Lisburn. The length of radial
road within the development limit in Lisburn totals 47.3 km. A length totalling 4.2 km does
not have footways. There is consistent provision of dropped kerbs at breakpoints and
approximately half of the footway exceeds 2.5 m in width.

5.4.2

Within Lisburn town centre there are 177 crossing facilities for pedestrians and cyclists. The
most common form of provision are pedestrian signals (50%) followed by pedestrian refuges
islands (23%).

5.4.3

Figure A.19 shows cycling infrastructure in Lisburn. 13.9 km of cycle network is provided, of
which 5.1 km is traffic free cycle route. There are 41 advance cycle stop lines and 44 cycle
parking spaces.

5.4.4

There would appear to be gaps in the provision of sustainable transport infrastructure in
Lisburn, particularly a lack of cycle network.

5.4.5

There are 9 town centre bus services operating in Lisburn as shown in Figure A.23. They
operate on a frequency of 2-6 per weekday and 1-2 per day at the weekend.

5.4.6

Moira
Figure A.16 shows details of the pedestrian infrastructure in Moira. The length of radial road
within the development limit in Moira totals 2.8 km. A length totalling 0.3 km does not have
footways. Whilst there is consistent provision of dropped kerbs at breakpoints, only a small
length of footway exceeds 2.5 m in width.

5.4.7

Within Moira town centre there are 11 crossing facilities for pedestrians and cyclists. The
most common form of provision are pedestrian refuges. There are also 3 signalised
pedestrian crossings.

5.4.8

Figure A.20 shows cycling infrastructure in Moira. No cycle network is provided, however 4
cycle parking facilities provide a total of 8 cycle parking spaces.

5.4.9

There would appear to be significant gaps in the provision of sustainable transport
infrastructure in Moira including missing footway sections and a lack of cycle network.

Carryduff
5.4.10 Figure A.17 shows details of the pedestrian infrastructure in Carryduff. The length of radial
road within the development limit in Carryduff totals 19.2 km. A length totalling 11.1 km
does not provide footways. The provision of dropped kerbs at breakpoints is largely
consistent, and only a small length of footway does not exceed 2.5 m in width.
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5.4.11 Within Carryduff town centre there are over 11 crossing facilities for pedestrians and
cyclists. The most common form of provision is at signal controlled traffic junctions. There
are also 5 pedestrian refuges.
5.4.12 Figure A.21 shows details of the cycling infrastructure in Carryduff. There is 3.44 km of cycle
network infrastructure in Carryduff as follows:
 3.3 km shared cycleway / pedestrian footway
 0.14 km advisory cycle lane.
5.4.13 There would appear to be gaps in the provision of sustainable transport infrastructure in
Carryduff, particularly in terms of the lack of footways provided for pedestrians. Also the
cycle network provided is predominantly (96%) shared cycle way / pedestrian footway.
Hillsborough
5.4.14 Figure A.18 shows details of the pedestrian infrastructure in Hillsborough. The length of
radial road within the development limit in Hillsborough totals 11.4 km. A length totalling 3.1
km does not have footways. Whilst there is consistent provision of dropped kerbs at
breakpoints, only 2.5 km of footway exceeds 2.5 m in width.
5.4.15 Within Hillsborough town centre there are only 2 crossing facilities for pedestrians and
cyclists. Both of which take the form of pedestrian refuges.
5.4.16 Figure A.22 shows cycling infrastructure in Hillsborough. No cycle network is provided,
however 6 cycle parking facilities provide a total of 12 cycle parking spaces.
5.4.17 There would appear to be significant gaps in the provision of sustainable transport
infrastructure in Hillsborough including missing footway sections and a lack of cycle network.
5.4.18 One town centre bus service operates in Hillsborough as shown in Figure A.24. The service
operates 3 times per weekday and once per day at the weekend

5.5.
5.5.1

5.5.2

Modal Choice for Journeys to Work and Education
Introduction
The 2011 census results for journey to work present a summary of movements between
Council areas. As reported at 2011, it is possible to inspect the results for the old Lisburn
and Castlereagh Council areas separately, as shown in Figures A.25 and A.26 respectively.
These show that a high proportion of employed residents in both Lisburn (40.8%) and
Castlereagh (58.9%) work in Belfast. Whilst Castlereagh is a relatively small employment
centre, a high proportion of Lisburn residents (40.2%) work within the Lisburn area.
The 2011 census results also allow contrasts to be drawn between Lisburn & Castlereagh City
Council and Northern Ireland (NI) in terms of travel behaviour, differentiating between
working adults and school children and students.
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5.5.3

Results
Figure A.27 shows that the use of sustainable modes in Lisburn & Castlereagh is below the NI
average for journeys to work with 14% walking, cycling or using public transport compared
to 16% across NI. It is notable that the number of short journeys (less than 2km) in Lisburn &
Castlereagh that use active modes (walking and cycling) matches the NI average of 36%, as
shown in Figure A.28.

5.5.4

As shown in Figure A.29, Lisburn & Castlereagh the use of sustainable modes for journeys to
education is below the NI average with 43% walking, cycling or using public transport
compared to 52% across NI. It was notable that the number of short journeys completed
using active travel was 43% which is almost the same as the NI average of 44%, as shown in
Figure A.30. This differential is repeated for the next shortest journeys (2km to less than
5km) where 7% use active modes compared to 9% in NI. This may be explained in part by the
area’s urban nature having a higher proportion of shorter journeys.

5.5.5

Comparing journeys to education and work presents a stark contrast in terms of use of
public transport. Public transport accounts for 27% of journeys to education, but only 7% to
work. It is notable that 43% of the shortest (less than 2km) education journeys are made by
active travel whilst the greatest share is car passenger (48%). This suggested that there is
potential for a significant reduction in car “drop-off” journeys to school.

5.5.6

5.5.7

Conclusions
The 2011 census concludes that Lisburn & Castlereagh has similar levels of active travel
modes compared to NI averages and these apply even when comparisons are limited to
short journeys to education. In Lisburn & Castlereagh 45% of journeys to work less than 2km
are made by single occupancy cars. Therefore there appears to be considerable potential to
increase the number of journeys made by walking and cycling to work. This may require
new improved infrastructure, picking up on the conclusions of the previous section and a
continued emphasis on road safety for vulnerable road users. Land-use planning should
therefore seek to encourage residential development within the existing urban area to
reduce travel distances. Ideally residential development should be located in proximity to
existing centres of employment and schools and convenient to existing radial routes and
existing walking and cycling infrastructure.
The 2011 census for Lisburn & Castlereagh also shows that public transport is popular for
children and student journeys to place of education, presumably where it is provided on a
statutory and subsidised basis to a small number of largely centralised locations. However,
public transport is low for adult journeys to work which tend to be more widely distributed
and where fares are generally not subsidised. Therefore there appears to be potential for
additional use of buses for journeys to work to town centre locations provided fares can be
made attractive. Land-use planning should therefore seek to encourage employment
development in town centres where practical.
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5.6.
5.6.1

5.6.2

Road Network Speeds
Introduction
An investigation of road network efficiency has been undertaken by inspection of estimates
of actual vehicular speeds calculated from global positioning system data sourced by
commercial telematics sources (INRIX). The data was collected between October 2013 and
2015 and is available for peak (7 – 9am and 4 – 7pm) and offpeak (9am – 4pm) periods.
Results
The off-peak speeds have been inspected for the road network which extends over the
Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council area as this is considered most appropriate for most interurban journeys including commercial traffic. Figure A.31 shows that in general terms the A
road network, consisting of the A3 Lisburn Road, A24 Saintfield Road, A7 Belfast Road
between the principal towns operates at speeds between 31 and 50mph except where it
passes through settlements.

5.6.3

Peak period speeds have been considered in the urban areas of Lisburn City, Castlereagh
Greater Urban Area, Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough as this will highlight congestion on
journeys to and from work.

5.6.4

Speeds in the urban area of Lisburn City, in Figure A.32, show speeds along some sections of
the main radials exceed 31mph and generally reflect the 40mph or 50mph speed restrictions
which are in place along each radial while some other sections of the main radial routes are
less than 30mph. Speeds decrease to 30pmh or less along the inner lengths of the radial
routes. Speeds at the principal junctions within the development limit then decrease to
20mph or less.

5.6.5

Figure A.33 shows peak speeds in the urban area of Castlereagh. Within the development
limit, speeds along the A55 corridor generally between 31 and 51mph and reflect the 50mph
speed restriction in place along this dual carriageway. Speeds along the outer length of the
A20 are 35 - 40mph and then decrease to less than 30mph towards in the inner lengths of
the radial route in line with the speed restrictions. Speeds at the principal junctions are
20mph or less. Speeds along the A20 at the primary accesses to the Ulster Hospital are
20mph or less.

5.6.6

Speeds in the urban area of Moira, in Figure A.34, show a general pattern of decreasing
speed toward the centre of the town. Speeds along the A3 corridor approaching Moira
exceed 30mph and speeds along the A3 corridor to the north are less than 30mph. In general
terms, speeds drop to less than 30mph on the inner lengths relating approximately to the
30mph speed restricted area and drop further to 20mph or less at the principal junction in
the town centre. There is only one radial route in Moira connecting the north east and south
west of the town centre.
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5.6.7

Speeds in the urban area of Carryduff, in Figure A.35, show a general pattern of decreasing
speed toward the centre of the town. Speeds on the main radials are less than 51mph. Also
speeds along some sections of the A24 Saintfield Road exceed 40mph and this mirrors the
50mph speed restriction along the northern portion of the A24 Saintfield Road. In general
terms, speeds drop to less than 30mph in the 30mph speed restricted zone. At the principal
junctions in the town centre, speeds drop further to 20mph or less.

5.6.8

Speeds in the urban area of Hillsborough, in Figure A.36, show a general pattern of
decreasing speed toward the centre of the town. In general terms, speeds within the
Hillsborough area are fall between 16 – 30mph which reflects the 30mph speed restriction.
At some junctions in the town centre, speeds drop further to 20mph or less.

5.6.9

Conclusions
In general terms traffic speeds are consistent with the road class and level of development.
On the principal inter-urban network roads are generally either dual or single-carriageways.
Recorded average speeds typically exceed 51mph, except where roads pass through
settlement centres. In these instances average road speeds generally reflect the speed
restrictions in place.

5.6.10 In the urban areas of Moira and Carryduff speeds reduce in line with the urban restrictions
of 30mph. Traffic progression is controlled by the throughput of the principal junctions in
the town centre which reduces peak speeds to less than 20mph. The A3 in Moira and the
convergence of the A7, A24 and B178 in Carryduff are a focus for traffic in both settlements.

5.7.
5.7.1

5.7.2

Urban Road Collision History
Introduction
An investigation of road collision history has been undertaken of the urban areas of Lisburn
City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira and Carryduff using PSNI records dated
between 2007 and 2016, with particular attention given to latest period 2012 - 2016.
Consideration has been given to the type of road user, the severity of the casualties and the
location of the collision in seeking to draw general conclusions. The results are presented in
Table A.1 – A.4 for the four settlements.
Results
In Lisburn City between 2012 and 2016, there were a total of 62 people seriously injured of
which 22 were pedestrians and 4 were cyclists. Of the 6 Lisburn City fatalities, 1 was a
pedestrian and 1 was a cyclist. The pattern is similar in Castlereagh Greater Urban Area,
where a total of 51 people were seriously injured of which 15 were pedestrians and 6 were
cyclists. Of the 3 Castlereagh Greater Urban Area fatalities, 1 was a pedestrian. The pattern
is similar in Moira, where a total of 2 people were seriously injured of which 1 was a cyclist.
The 1 fatality in Moira was a pedestrian. By comparison in Carryduff, where a total of 14
people were seriously injured only 1 was a pedestrian. The 1 fatality in Carryduff was
neither a pedestrian nor a cyclist but rather a motor vehicle user.
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5.7.3

5.7.4

5.7.5

5.8.
5.8.1

5.8.2

The collisions are predominately distributed on the rural road network in Lisburn City,
Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira and Carryduff. There is also a focus at the road
junctions where conflicts between traffic flows and with crossing pedestrians and cyclists
naturally occur.
Conclusions
Collisions in Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira and Carryduff
predominately involve motor vehicles. In general, these collisions result in slight injuries to
the driver or passengers.
The application of engineering, enforcement and education methods all have a role in
minimising urban road casualties. It is of particular importance that there is mutual respect
between all road users.

Parking provision in Lisburn City, Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough
Introduction
An investigation of existing public car parking provision has been undertaken by surveying
and recording the location of all on-street and off-street spaces in the town centres of
Lisburn City, Moira and Carryduff in 2017.
Results
The results for Lisburn City are shown in Figure A.37 and Tables A.5 and A.9. The surveys
show that Lisburn City centre provides a total of 3,680 off-street parking spaces of which
1,324 spaces are publicly owned and 2,356 spaces are privately managed. Of the 13 public
car parks, 6 are free and 7 require payment. Of the 11 privately operated car parks, 6 are
free and 5 require payment. Overall in Lisburn City, 44 - 47% of all off-street spaces are
occupied during the weekday and 35% during the weekend (Saturday). A number of public
and privately operated car parks are typically full during the weekday which shows there are
a lack of available spaces for parking users in these car parks.

5.8.3

The results for Moira are presented in Figure A.38 and Tables A.6 and A.10. The town centre
of Moira has a total of 92 public on-street parking spaces. All of the on-street spaces are
free, however 48 have day time restrictions (generally 1 hour no return in 1 or 2 hours) and
44 are unrestricted. The on-street spaces are generally the most conveniently located to
town centre services. A total of 59 free off-street parking spaces are provided at 1 publicly
owned car park in Moira. A further 185 off-street spaces are provided at 2 privately operated
car parks near to Moira rail station. Occupancy surveys showed that overall 98 - 102% of all
off-street spaces in Moira are occupied during the weekday.

5.8.4

The results for Carryduff are presented in Figure A.39 and Table A.7. The town centre of
Carryduff has a total of 404 privately owned off-street parking spaces; it was noted no onstreet parking is provided in the town centre. Of the off-street spaces, all are free.

5.8.5

The results for Hillsborough are presented in Figure A.40 and Tables A.8 and A.11. The town
centre of Hillsborough has a total of 174 public on-street parking spaces. All of the on-street
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spaces are free, however 65 have day time restrictions (generally 1 hour no return in 1 or 2
hours) and 109 are unrestricted. The on-street spaces are generally the most conveniently
located to town centre services. A total of 48 free off-street parking spaces are provided at 1
publicly owned car park in Hillsborough. A further 56 off-street spaces are provided at 1
privately operated car parks at Ballynahinch Street.

5.8.6

5.8.7

Conclusions
In Lisburn City, short stay car parks are located in the city centre with long stay car parks
situated towards the periphery of the city centre. This encourages all day/long stay parkers
to park in peripheral sites, whilst maintaining space availability in central parking areas for
retail users, visitors etc.
Public parking provision in Moira is typically full during the weekday. Parking provision at the
rail station is also full. There are proposals to expand parking provision at the rail station
which would increase space availability at the station and potentially reduce parking
problems experienced in the town centre.
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5.9.

Legacy Road Alignments and Other Protected Land

5.9.1. Legacy Road Alignments and other transport related schemes with associated protected
lands exist in the extant Local Development Plans within the study area. They are regarded
as undeveloped alignments/areas identified in previous Local Development Plans that have
been protected from development. While not all alignments/schemes will be retained in the
future, they should remain protected until more detailed consideration is given to each
alignment at the LDP Policy Plan/LTP stage when zoning and scheme level detail will be
provided.
5.9.2. In some cases these alignments may first appear out of line with current policy and some
schemes will not progress in the form previously planned or not at all. However, these
alignments will be retained until the Local Policies Plan when they will be reviewed in
conjunction with individual zoning considerations and consequently dropped or retained as
they could have potential alternative uses such as for active travel routes.
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6.

Transport Objectives

6.1.

Introduction

6.1.1

This chapter sets out the transport objectives. This has been undertaken following careful
consideration of the existing strategic policy context and the preferred options identified in
the LCCC POP, as outlined in Chapter 2.

6.1.2

It is important that Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Dundonald, Moira,
Carryduff and Hillsborough are developed in a way which enables people to have options,
other than driving, to access key services such as work, education, health or leisure. This
requires a rebalancing of transport provision in conjunction with the new Local Development
Plan to ensure that all modes of transport play their part.

6.1.3

This rebalancing must recognise the need for long-term stability and maintenance of the
network and hence must play to the natural strengths of each mode of transport. For
example, in general, public transport must focus on travel to and from urban centres where
there is a ‘critical mass’ of key services and travel demand. Similarly walk and cycle must
provide safe and attractive local connectivity to challenge the presumption of car travel for
short journeys. Roads standards should be in balance with the economic role of the traffic
carried whilst care should be taken to ensure vehicles do not dominate town centres and
hence reduce vital place-making opportunities.

6.2.

Objectives

6.2.1

The development of the Transport Objectives has considered strategic policy documents
(PfG, RDS, RTS and NI Changing Gear) whilst also reflecting LCCC’s themes emerging from the
POP and Community Plan.
Draft Transport Study Objectives

Objective 1

Enhance accessibility by road and public transport
from the urban centres of Lisburn City,
Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira, Carryduff
and Hillsborough to Belfast, Londonderry,
gateways and hubs.
6.2.2

Link to POP
Social (i), (iv)
Economic (ii), (iii)
Environment (v)

One of the Programme for Government high level indicators for transport is to improve
travel times on key inter-urban economic corridors. The outworking of this will be to provide
attractive limited-stop bus services focused on inter-urban journeys made on the key
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economic corridors linking the gateways and hubs identified in the Regional Development
Strategy. Further identification of these services will be developed as part of the Local
Policies Plan.

Objective 2
Link to POP

Ensure viable public transport accessibility to
essential services for people living in the Lisburn &
Castlereagh Council Area.
6.2.3

Social (i)
Economic (ii), (iii)
Environment (v)

It is important that everyone can access essential services such as work, education, health or
food shops. Whilst private car may be the preferred mode of travel for those people who
own one, it should be possible to access these services without a private car However,
standard bus services are not financially viable where there is not a ‘critical mass’ of
passengers. The Transport Study and Plan will therefore seek to identify a range of possible
innovative public transport options for the area, which although not currently developed,
may be deliverable within the lifetime of the plan, subject to NI-wide transport policy. This
will take account of the location of current and future essential services.

Objective 3

Ensure there are attractive and safe active travel
networks (walking and cycling) linking all existing
and new residential, employment, retail and leisure
developments in the urban areas of Lisburn City,
Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Dundonald, Moira,
Hillsborough and Carryduff.

Link to POP
Social (i), (iv)
Economic (ii), (iii)
Environment (v), (vi)

6.2.4

Creating higher density, mixed use places will require transport investment to be fully
aligned with the Growth Strategy set out by Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council.

6.2.5

Although still in the development stages, by working closely with the Council it is intended
that growth will focus on the large urban centres of Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban
Area, Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough. This will effectively maximise the capacity of the
existing urban bus services and enhance the development of active travel networks and will
facilitate the improvement of these networks.

6.2.6

It is considered that development should be located in areas which have good accessibility.
This will enable residents to access facilities which are within walking and cycling distances
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and have the option to use bus services for longer journeys. In general the scale of Lisburn
City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough are such that the
full development area is within a convenient cycling distance (approximately 2 miles or 10
minutes) to the respective urban centre. Similarly almost all residential areas within the
development limits are within walking range of the centre of the town (approximately 1 mile
or 20 minutes).
6.2.7

In finalising planning permission for all new development it will remain a requirement to
ensure the provision of safe transport infrastructure for all users.

Objective 4

Deliver high quality public realm in the centres of
Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area,
Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough, with reduced
vehicle dominance, to make the towns attractive
places to live and work and to improve safety for
active travel modes.
6.2.8

Link to POP
Social (i), (iv)
Economic (ii), (iii)
Environment (v), (vi)

Indicator 25 of the Programme for Government focuses on increasing the proportion of
journeys made by walking, cycling and public transport. This will a require a change in modal
demands in urban areas by reducing private car travel whilst providing safer infrastructure
which will encourage and support an increase in walking, cycling and public transport use.
Journeys to and within the town centre, where there is critical mass of demand, offer the
greatest potential for walking and cycling and public transport. The transport infrastructure
in town centres also merit special priority in terms of place-making.

Objective 5

Enhance accessibility by sustainable modes of
transport to the centres of Lisburn City, Castlereagh
Greater Urban Area, Moira and Carryduff and
Hillsborough to safeguard their viability.
6.2.9

Link to POP

Social (i), (iv)
Economic (ii), (iii)
Environment (v), (vi)

Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Dundonald, Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough
settlement centres offer a broad range of services such as health, banking, shopping and
leisure which meet the needs of their residents and the Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council
area. By improving transport infrastructure and hence accessibility between and within our
towns it is considered that the role of these town centres will be strengthened, supporting
their development and vitality. Development in close proximity to town centres should be
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focussed on walking and cycling networks and public transport, reducing the need for car
use and contributing to the place making responsibilities placed on the council.
Objective 6
Link to POP

Enhance safety for all modes of transport and
reduce the number and severity of casualties.

Social (i)
Environment (v)

6.2.10 By improving transport infrastructure and encouraging a greater awareness of road safety
and other road users it is considered that the number and severity of collisions and
casualties can be reduced.
Objective 7
Link to POP

Ensure our transport systems are resilient to
climate change and are well maintained.

Social (i)
Economic (iii)
Environment (v), (vi)

6.2.11 The Programme for Government focuses on improving transport connections for people,
goods and services whilst protecting our natural environment. This will require a shift to
more sustainable modes of transport such as walking, cycling and public transport,
particularly for longer journeys, and a reduction in private car usage. Reduced demand on
the road network will improve journey times, reduce emissions, increase efficiency and
improve the health of residents living in the Council area through increased levels of
exercise.
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6.3.

Alignment with Wider Strategy Aims and Objectives

6.3.1

Table 6.1 shows how the LTS Objectives align with with Wider Strategy Aims and Objectives of the following documents;
 Draft Programme for Government (PfG)
 The Regional Development Strategy 2035 – Building a better Future (RDS)
 Ensuring a Sustainable Transport Future: A New Approach to Regional Transportation (New Approach)
 Northern Ireland Changing Gear – A Bicycle Strategy for Northern Ireland (NI Bicycle Strategy)
 The Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council 2030 Community Plan (LCCC Community Plan)
 Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council published their Preferred Options Paper (LCCC POP)
Table 6-1 - Alignment with Wider Strategy Aims and Objectives

LTS Objective

PfG

RDS

Objective 1: Enhance accessibility by road and Outcome 13
public transport from the centre of Lisburn City, Indicator 23
Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira, Indicator 25
Carryduff and Hillsborough to Belfast,
Londonderry, gateways and hubs.

RG2

Objective 2: Ensure viable public transport Outcome 13
accessibility to essential services for people Indicator 23
Indicator 25
living in Lisburn & Castlereagh Council Area.

RG2

Objective 3: Ensure there are attractive and safe Outcome 2
active travel networks (walking and cycling) Indicator 25
linking all existing and new residential,
employment, retail and leisure developments in

New Approach

NI

Bicycle LCCC
Strat
egy

Commu
nity
Plan
Objective 2

LCCC POP

Objective 1
Objective 2
Objective 5
Objective 6
Objective 8
Objective 9
Objective 12
Objective 1
Objective 5
Objective 8
Objective 9

Objective 2

Objective 1
Objective 2
Objective 3
Objective 4
Objective 5

Objective 2
Objective 3

Objective 1
Objective 2
Objective 3

Objective 1
Objective 2
Objective 3
Objective 5

Objective 1
Objective 4
Objective 6
Objective 7

Objective 1
Objective 2
Objective 3
Objective 4

Objective 1
Objective 3
Objective 4
Objective 5

Objective 1
Objective 2
Objective 3
Objective 4
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the urban areas of Lisburn City, Castlereagh
Greater Urban Area, Dundonald, Moira,
Carryduff and Hillsborough.
Objective 4: Deliver high quality public realm in Outcome 2
the centres of Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Indicator 25
Urban Area, Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough,
with reduced vehicle dominance, to make the
towns attractive places to live and work and
improve safety for active modes.

RG2

Objective 5: Enhance accessibility by sustainable Outcome 13
modes of transport to the centres of Lisburn Indicator 23
City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira, Indicator 25
Carryduff and Hillsborough to safeguard their
viability.

RG2

Objective 6: Enhance safety for all modes of Outcome 7
transport and reduce the number and severity Indicator 23
of casualties.
Objective 7: Ensure our transport systems are Outcome 2
resilient to Climate Change and are well Indicator 23
Indicator 25
maintained.

Objective 8
Objective 9
Objective 10
Objective 11
Objective 12
Objective 2
Objective 6
Objective 7
Objective 8
Objective 9
Objective 10
Objective 11
Objective 12
Objective 1
Objective 2
Objective 4
Objective 6
Objective 10
Objective 7

RG2
RG9

Objective 2
Objective 3
Objective 10
Objective 11
Objective 12

Objective 5
Objective 6

Objective 1
Objective 2
Objective 3
Objective 4

Objective 1
Objective 2
Objective 3
Objective 4
Objective 5

Objective 1
Objective 2
Objective 3
Objective 4
Objective 5
Objective 6

Objective 1
Objective 2

Objective 1
Objective 2
Objective 4
Objective 5

Objective 1
Objective 2
Objective 3
Objective 4
Objective 5

Objective 4

Objective 6

Objective 1
Objective 5

Objective 2
Objective 4

Objective 1
Objective 3
Objective 5
Objective 6
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7.

Assembly of the Transport Study

7.1.

Introduction

7.1.1

This section presents the assessment of transport options and the conclusions of the
Transport Study for Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council. The conclusions have been reached
by comparing a number of different Transport Measures using a standard objectives-based
approach. Alternative transport options are assessed against the objectives identified
earlier in order to identify a recommended set of Transport Measures. The following
sequence of processes are described in turn:
 General approach to assessment
 Development of options
 Assessment of options and selection of Indicative Transport Measures
 Confirmation of Transport Measures Assessment against the objectives

7.2.

General approach to assessment

7.2.1

The previous sections have presented the context and provided a set of objectives for local
transport development in Lisburn & Castlereagh City consistent with the Community
Planning and LDP processes. These objectives are used to assess alternative options and
recommend a set of Indicative Transport Measures.

7.2.2

This objectives-based approach is considered consistent with the “New Approach to
Regional Transportation” and suited to the outcome-based approach being applied across
policy making in NI, particularly as the objectives have been formulated to take account of
the draft PfG Outcomes. The approach is also preferred to a “problems- based” approach
that might tend to simply replicate past strategies and measures and make the achievement
of new objectives and outcomes particularly difficult.

7.3.

Development of Options

7.3.1

The development of options is initiated by the consideration of the objectives:
 Objective 1: Enhance accessibility by road and public transport from the centres of
Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough to
Belfast, Londonderry, gateways and hubs.
 Objective 2: Ensure viable public transport accessibility to essential services for people
living in the Lisburn & Castlereagh Council Area.
 Objective 3: Ensure there are attractive and safe active travel networks (walking and
cycling) linking all existing and new residential, employment, retail and leisure
developments in the urban areas of Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area,
Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough.
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 Objective 4: Deliver high quality public realm in the centres of Lisburn City, Castlereagh
Greater Urban Area, Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough, with reduced vehicle
dominance, to make the towns attractive places to live and work and to improve safety
for active modes.
 Objective 5: Enhance accessibility by sustainable modes of transport to the centres of
Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira and Carryduff to safeguard their
viability.
 Objective 6: Enhance safety for all modes of transport and reduce the number and
severity of casualties.
 Objective 7: Ensure our transport systems are resilient to climate Change and are well
maintained.
7.3.2

Objective 1 summarised as External Accessibility, is specific in requiring improvements in
both road and public transport and in identifying the precise locations which focus
improvements on the Key Transport Corridors (KTC). The potential options appear to be:
 Capacity improvements on inter-urban trunk roads
 Improved ‘limited-stop’ bus services to key hubs
 Park & Ride and Park & Share also have complementary roles in improving local access or
increasing vehicle occupancy respectively
 Maintained and improved rail connections.

7.3.3

Objective 2 summarised as Public Transport Accessibility, essentially focuses on rural bus
services and connections to essential services such as, for example, health, food shops and
banks. The potential options deliverable within the lifetime of the plan appear to be:
 Maintained or improved Ulsterbus rural services
 Alternative Ulsterbus rural operations including integration with ‘limited-stop’ services
 Integrated public transport services including innovative transport models such as ‘rideshare’
 Land-use policy changes which focus residential development in towns
 New or improved public transport serving new developments funded by the developer
 Alternative models of delivery of essential services including mobile services and use of
the internet which will improve access to services while removing the requirement to
make a journey.

7.3.4

Objective 3 summarised as Urban Active Travel Networks, focuses on safe and attractive
walking and cycling connections to areas of residential, employment, retail and leisure uses.
The potential options appear to be:
 Provision of improved walking facilities in towns
 Provision of improved cycle parking provision in towns
 Provision of a network of attractive cycling routes in towns
o
Focus on radial routes
o
Local improvements which together provide longer routes
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7.3.5

There are other options which relate to how this infrastructure is provided and at additional
locations such as:
 For new developments, walk and cycle infrastructure both within the development and
linking to existing or planned networks are provided by the developer
 Improvements to existing greenways and the provision of new greenways between towns
as outlined in the DfI Exercise Explore Enjoy: A Strategic Plan for Greenways document.
7.3.6 Objective 4 summarised as High Quality Public Realm in town centres, generates a
number of largely complementary transport options:
 Measures to reduce the volume of traffic, including strategic through traffic, in Lisburn
City Centre and the Town Centres
 City/Town Centre Parking Strategies for each urban centre that reduce circulating traffic
searching for parking spaces
 Traffic management schemes that remove traffic routes through the town centre
 Priority to be given to pedestrians in moving to and around town centre streets
 Pedestrianisation of town centres
7.3.7 Objective 5 summarised as Accessibility to Town Centres, generates a number of
quite different transport options:
 Measures to reduce the volume of traffic, including strategic through traffic, in Lisburn
City Centre and the Town Centres
 Traffic management measures to reduce travel times to town centres by all sustainable
modes
 Public Transport improvements options and identified against Objective 2
 Improved walking and cycling options identified against Objective 3
 City/Town Centre Parking Strategies that encourage short stay parking in central areas
 New urban road links (and supporting sustainable transport infrastructure) to facilitate
key development funded by developer

7.3.8

Objective 6 summarised as Safety. The potential options appear to be:
 Implement road safety measures to reduce collisions
 Improved walking and cycling options identified against Objective 3
 Priority to be given to pedestrians in moving to and around town centre streets
 The provision of strategic and community greenways
 Traffic management schemes that remove traffic routes through the town centre

7.3.9

Objective 7 summarised as Resilience. The potential options appear to be:
 Ensure transport infrastructure is designed and provided to current ‘best practice’
standards regarding extreme weather events
 Ensure transport infrastructure is maintained to ‘best practice’ standards to maximise
performance at all times and that whole life costs are minimised.
 Application of modern technology to provide passengers with increased service
standards; real time information, integrated ticketing systems, integrated timetable
information
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7.4
7.4.1

7.4.2

7.4.3

7.4.4

Assessment of options and selection of recommended Transport Measures
Objective 1: External Accessibility
The following options are progressed as feasible within the LTS time frame of 2032 and
consistent with the objectives.
 Improved inter-urban roads on KTC with complementary Park and Share
o Capacity improvements on inter-urban trunk roads have the potential to
induce further commuting flows by private car which would operate against
wider objectives to encourage modal shift to public transport. Therefore
these are not currently progressed but will be considered as part of the RSTN
Transport Plan and / or using the transport model as part of the wider Belfast
Metropolitan Transport Plan.
 Improved ‘limited-stop’ bus services to key hubs with complementary Park and Ride
 Maintained and improved rail connections
o The Knockmore rail line would appear to have the potential to offer
substantial additional transport capacity. However, the rail network has a
number of capacity ‘bottlenecks’ which arise from a combination of
infrastructure and operational issues. Consideration of the re-opening and
subsequent use of the Knockmore line will therefore be undertaken in the
wider Belfast Metropolitan Transport Plan.
Objective 2: Public Transport Accessibility
It is proposed that these transport options are considered in the context of NI-wide policy
issues for DfI and other statutory transport providers and would be the subject of separate
work. It is the intention that the findings and recommendations will be fed back to the Local
Transport Plan and LDP processes as and when the next steps for the wider public transport
network are identified and agreed. In outline, the proposal is to develop innovative
integrated public transport services, using for example transport models such as ‘ride-share’
It is also recommended however that the options for land-use policy to focus residential
development in towns and to consider alternative models of delivery of essential services
including mobile services and use of the internet are taken account of in the Lisburn and
Castlereagh Plan Strategy and during the subsequent Plan Policies stage.
Objective 3: Urban Active Travel Networks
It is proposed that in general all of the options are progressed as feasible within the LTS time
frame of 2032 as follows:
 Provision of improved walking facilities in towns
 Provision of improved cycle parking provision in towns
 Improvements to existing cycle network and provision of a new network of attractive
radial cycling routes in towns and strategic and community greenways between towns
 For new developments, walk and cycle infrastructure both within the development and
linking to existing or planned networks are provided by the developer
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7.4.5

7.4.6

7.4.7

It is recommended that there is a focus on radial routes in cities/towns in order to deliver
high quality cycle routes which can provide a realistic option for journeys to and through the
town centre. The designation of routes also facilitates the proposal to seek developer
contributions for infrastructure over and beyond the development site.
Objective 4 High Quality Public Realm in town centres
It is proposed that a number of the options are progressed as feasible within the LTS time
frame of 2032 as follows:
 Town Centre Parking Strategies that reduce circulating traffic searching for parking spaces
 Traffic management schemes that remove traffic routes through the town centre
 Priority to be given to pedestrians in moving to and around town centre streets
Further options are for consideration:
 Measures to reduce the volume of traffic, including strategic through traffic, in Lisburn
and the town centres will be explored as part of the wider Belfast Metropolitan Transport
Plan which will consider improved public transport provision for commuting journeys to
Belfast City Centre. In addition consideration will be given to the improvement of road
linkages between the A3 and the M1 motorway.
7.4.8 The exceptions which are not progressed are outlined below with reasons:
 Pedestrianisation of town centres – this measure is considered outmoded and likely to
fail by removing key servicing access and after-hours animation. The other options seek
to deliver the positive points of pedestrianisation relating to reducing vehicle dominance.

7.4.9

Objective 5 Accessibility to Town Centres
It is proposed that a number of the options are progressed as feasible within the LTS time
frame of 2032 as follows:
 Public Transport improvements options and identified against Objective 2
 Improved walking and cycling options identified against Objective 3
 City/Town Centre Parking Strategies that encourage short stay parking in central areas
 Traffic management measures to reduce travel times to town centres by all sustainable
modes

7.4.10 Further options for consideration are:
‘Measures to reduce the volume of traffic, including strategic through traffic, in Lisburn City Centre
and the Town Centres’ will be explored as part of the wider Belfast Metropolitan Transport
Plan which will consider improved public transport provision for commuting journeys to
Belfast City Centre.
7.4.11 However it is noted that there are likely to be instances when key development will require
essential new urban road infrastructure simply to access and service the development and to
facilitate active travel modes. In such instances the urban road infrastructure will be
provided by the developer. Therefore the following option is progressed:
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 New urban road links (and supporting sustainable transport infrastructure) to facilitate
key development funded by developer
Objective 6 Safety
7.4.12 All options are progressed as feasible within the LTS time frame of 2032 and consistent with
the objectives as follows:
 Implement road safety measures to reduce collisions
 Improved walking and cycling options identified against Objective 3
 Priority to be given to pedestrians in moving to and around town centre streets identified
against Objective 4
 The provision of strategic and community greenways between towns identified against
Objective 3
 Traffic management schemes that give priority to pedestrian, cycling and public transport
movements to the town centre identified against Objective 4
Objective 7 Resilience
7.4.13 All options are progressed as feasible within the LTS time frame of 2032 and
consistent with the objectives. It is proposed that the options can be combined as
follows:
 Transport infrastructure to be designed, provided and maintained to ‘best practice’
standards to maximise performance at all times. This should include the use of
information technology to improve user information and ease of use.

7.5

Confirmation of Transport Measures Assessment against the Objectives

7.5.1

The Transport Study for Lisburn & Castlereagh is primarily focused on the principal urban
centres of Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough
where there are opportunities to deliver the most significant impact on the greatest number
of residents and employees in conjunction with the Local Development Plan. However the
Transport Study also includes two inter-urban measures that also link to the Regional
Strategic Network Transport Plan. The Transport Study is purposely composed of measures
rather than schemes as this provides flexibility in the definition and design of schemes in
order to integrate with land-use opportunities that arise in the plan policies stage of the
Local Development Plan. Schemes will be identifies in the BMTP.

7.5.2

The Transport Study is proposed as comprising the following 10 measures:
1: Improved inter-urban roads on KTC
2: Improved ‘limited-stop’ bus services to key hubs (as defined in the RDS 2035)
3: Integration of passenger transport services including innovative transport models
such as ‘ride-share’
4: Maintained and improved rail services and connections
5: New urban road links and supporting sustainable transport infrastructure to
facilitate key development funded by developer
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6: Town Centre Parking Strategies including integrated management of long and shortstay spaces
7: Provision of improved walking facilities in towns
8: Improvements to existing cycle network and provision of a new network of
attractive radial cycling routes in towns and greenways between towns
9: Traffic management schemes in urban areas to re-balance modal hierarchy
10: Implement safety measures to reduce collisions
11: Transport infrastructure to be designed, provided and maintained to ‘best practice’
standards to maximise performance at all times.
7.5.3

Each of the measures are confirmed against the transport objectives below. The table
summarises how each of the 11 measures support the 7 Transport Objectives. A double tick
(√√) designates strong or direct support for the objective whilst a single tick (√) designates
lesser or indirect support. Each measure is subsequently described separately below.
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6: Safety

√√

√

1: Improved inter-urban roads on KTC

√√

2: Improved ‘limited-stop’ bus services to key hubs

√√

√

√√

√

√√

√

√√

√√

√

3:
Integration of passenger transport services
including innovative transport models such as ‘rideshare’

4: Maintained and improved rail services and
connections

5: New urban road links and supporting sustainable
transport infrastructure to facilitate key
development funded by developer

√

6: Town Centre Parking Strategies including
integrated management of long and short-stay
spaces

√

7: Provision of improved walking facilities in towns

√

8: Improvements to existing cycle network and
provision of a new network of attractive radial
cycling routes in towns and greenways between
towns

9: Traffic management schemes in urban areas to
re-balance modal hierarchy

√

√√

√√

√

√√

√√

√√

√

√√

√√

√√

√

√√

√√

√√

√

√√

√
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2: Public Transport
Accessibility
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1: External Accessibility

Objectives
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10: Implement road safety measures to reduce
collisions

11: Transport infrastructure to be designed,
provided and maintained to ‘best practice’
standards to maximise performance at all times.

√

√√

√√
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7.5.4

√√

√

7: Resilience

4: High Quality
Public Realm in
town centres

3: Urban Active
Travel Networks

6: Safety

√√

5: Accessibility to
Town Centres

Improved inter-urban roads

2: Public Transport
Accessibility

Measure

1: External
Accessibility

Objectives

1: Improved inter-urban roads
New inter-urban road schemes will be identified and prioritised on the Key Transport Corridors to
improve external accessibility from the Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council area. These schemes
will include the A26 Moira to Nutts Corner scheme and other schemes to be listed in the Regional
Strategic Transport Plan which will be prepared in 2019.

7.5.5

These roads will improve external accessibility by reducing journey times or improving journey
time reliability. This will impact on bus travel time in addition to private car and goods vehicle
travel.

7.5.6

Improvements to these roads will also improve accessibility to the town centres by reducing
journey times from the catchment areas.
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Improved ‘limited-stop’ bus services to key
hubs

7.5.7

7: Resilience

6: Safety

5: Accessibility to
Town Centres

√

4: High Quality
Public Realm in
town centres

√√

3: Urban Active
Travel Networks

2: Public Transport
Accessibility

Measure

1: External
Accessibility

Objectives

√√

2. Improved ‘limited-stop’ bus services to key hubs
New ‘limited-stop’ bus services are expected to be identified and prioritised on the Key Transport
Corridors to improve external accessibility from the Lisburn and Castlereagh City area. These
services will build upon the existing Goldline route network to be listed in the Regional Strategic
Transport Network Transport Plan (RSTNTP) to be prepared in 2019. The bus services will
capitalise on continued road improvements.

7.5.8

These ‘limited-stop’ bus services will improve external accessibility by reducing journey times by
public transport and increasing service frequency between the key hubs.

7.5.9

These services will indirectly improve public transport accessibility from the wider rural area as
this objective is primarily met by local Ulsterbus services.

7.5.10 These services will also directly improve accessibility to the town centres by reducing journey
times from the catchment areas, potentially in combination with park and ride sites.
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Integration of passenger transport
services including innovative transport
models such as ‘ride-share’

7: Resilience

6: Safety

5: Accessibility to
Town Centres

√√

4: High Quality
Public Realm in
town centres

√

3: Urban Active
Travel Networks

2: Public Transport
Accessibility

Measure

1: External
Accessibility

Objectives

√

3. Integration of passenger transport services including innovative transport models such as
‘ride-share’
7.5.11 The integration of passenger transport services has the potential to increase the public transport
opportunities for rural communities. These transport options will be considered in the context of
NI-wide policy issues for DfI and other transport providers.
7.5.12 Increased public transport opportunities for rural communities will have a direct and markedly
positive impact on the public transport accessibility objective as residents living beyond the
current Translink bus network would be able to use the new services, potentially on a door to
door basis.
7.5.13 Increased public transport opportunities for rural communities will also have a positive impact on
external accessibility as a proportion of rural residents who do not have the use of a car would
now be able to travel by public transport to the bus station in Enniskillen or Omagh and then
interchange to Goldline services.
7.5.14 Increased public transport opportunities for rural communities will also have a positive impact on
accessibility to town centres as the new services, though carefully fitted to users travel needs, will
invariably include a proportion of journeys to town centres where key services are centred.
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Maintained and improved rail services
and connections

7: Resilience

6: Safety

5: Accessibility to
Town Centres

√√

4: High Quality
Public Realm in
town centres

√√

3: Urban Active
Travel Networks

2: Public Transport
Accessibility

Measure

1: External
Accessibility

Objectives

√

4. Maintained and improved rail services and connections
7.5.15 The Portadown rail line is located within the Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council area and
serves Lisburn, Moira, Lambeg and Derriaghy rail stations. It is recommended that service
enhancements to the Portadown line should be prioritised in order to enhance the current
attractiveness of the line.
7.5.16 The Knockmore rail line operating from the Knockmore junction to Antrim serving Glenavy
and Crumlin would appear to have the potential to offer substantial additional transport
capacity. However, the rail network has a number of capacity ‘bottlenecks’ which arise from
a combination of infrastructure and operational issues. Consideration of the re-opening and
subsequent use of the Knockmore line will therefore be undertaken in the wider Belfast
Metropolitan Transport Plan.
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√√

√

7: Resilience

6: Safety

√√

5: Accessibility to
Town Centres

√

4: High Quality
Public Realm in
town centres

3: Urban Active
Travel Networks

New urban road links and supporting
sustainable transport infrastructure to
facilitate key development funded by
developer

2: Public Transport
Accessibility

Measure

1: External
Accessibility

Objectives

5. New urban road links and supporting sustainable transport infrastructure to facilitate
key development funded by developer
7.5.17 It is highly likely that the LDP Local Policies Plan stage will generate new zonings or
developments that will require new infrastructure to enable their delivery. In some cases
new urban road links will be needed simply to provide direct access, however walking cycling
and public transport infrastructure and services are also likely to be needed. This
infrastructure will need to be funded by the developer, with the planning and delivery of
such infrastructure provided in conjunction with the transport authority.
7.5.18 The new infrastructure will impact directly on the objective to improve urban active travel
networks.
7.5.19 It is also anticipated that the new infrastructure will improve accessibility to the town
centres.
7.5.20 Where new public transport services are secured, these should focus on improving public
transport access to key town centre services.
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√√

7: Resilience

√√

6: Safety

3: Urban Active
Travel Networks

5: Accessibility to
Town Centres

√

4: High Quality
Public Realm in
town centres

Town Centre Parking Strategies including
integrated management of long and
short-stay spaces

2: Public Transport
Accessibility

Measure

1: External
Accessibility

Objectives

6. Town Centre Parking Strategies including integrated management of long and short-stay
spaces
7.5.21 Town Centre Parking Strategies will be required in Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban
Area, Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough as stipulated in the SPPS. At this stage it is clear that
the parking strategies have a key role to play in improving how the urban transport networks
operate as public parking locations represent the ultimate destination for many car journeys.
The location of public parking and its designation as long or short-stay using payment
controls will be identified in the strategy at the Local Plan Policies stage.
7.5.22 In Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough parking
strategies will have a direct impact on the potential to provide high quality public realm. By
removing extraneous traffic which often dominates the town centres it will be possible to
design and deliver public realm geared to increase social interaction and animation.
7.5.23 The parking strategies will have a direct impact on accessibility to the town centres. It will be
important that the strategies improve turnover of parking spaces, and reduce traffic
searching for spaces, to improve travel times and safety and to encourage walking and
cycling.
7.5.24 The parking strategies will have an indirect impact on public transport accessibility as parking
management will increase the turnover of spaces and also encourage the use of public
transport by making it a financially viable option.
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7. Provision of improved walking facilities in towns
7.5.25 The provision of improved walking facilities in Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area,
Dundonald, Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough will be a key measure of the Transport Study.
Evidence has shown that the pedestrian networks and local levels of walking could be
improved. Whilst improvements to the walking facilities may require retro-fitting work and
may impact on traffic capacity, it is clear that the measure has a role in delivering greater
walking activity and hence a number of objectives. In addition, attractive local and towncentre routes must be an integral part of any development plan strategy or subsequent plan
policy.
7.5.26 Improved walking facilities will have a direct impact on urban active travel networks. In
particular in designing off-road walking routes, consideration will be given to their potential
as shared cycle facilities.
7.5.27 Improved walking facilities will have a direct impact on accessibility to the town centres. By
making it easier to cross roads and generally making walking routes to the town centre more
attractive, it will be more convenient for people without cars to travel to the town centre.
Walking routes can provide convenient access to the town centre from residential areas
within a range of up to 1 mile (assuming a travel time of 20 minutes); this represents all
residential areas within the development area of Lisburn City Centre, Moira, and
Hillsborough and the majority of residential areas in Carryduff. In addition, should parking
strategies displace long stay parking to the edge of town, the accessibility of the town centre
for car users would be largely unaffected as the consequent longer walk access would be
improved in quality.
7.5.28 Improved walking facilities will have an indirect impact on public transport accessibility as
local town centre walk access is often the final component of a public transport journey.
7.5.29 Improved walking facilities will have an indirect impact on high quality public realm as they
are often designed together in an integrated fashion.
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8. Improvements to existing cycle network and provision of a new network of attractive
radial cycling routes in towns and strategic and community greenways between towns
7.5.30 The provision of improved cycling facilities in Lisburn City Centre, Castlereagh Greater Urban
Area, Dundonald and the 3 towns of Hillsborough, Moira and Carryduff will be a central
measure of the Transport Study. Evidence has shown that the cycle networks are far from
complete in these locations and serve only a small proportion of the residential areas.
Opportunity also exists to improve and expand the existing cycle networks in Carryduff.
Whilst the provision of a network of radial cycling routes in the towns may impact on traffic
capacity it is clear that the measure has a role in delivering sustainable accessibility across
the urban areas. The designation and identification of a network of routes must be an
integral part of any LDP Plan Strategy and subsequent Local Policies Plan such that the
network can be delivered in co-ordination with development proposals.
7.5.31 Attractive cycle routes will have a direct impact on urban active travel networks. In particular
in designing off-road cycle routes, consideration will be given to their potential as shared
walking facilities. Cycle routes can provide convenient access to places of employment and
education within a range of up to 3 miles (assuming a travel time of 20 minutes) which would
encompass the entire development area of the towns.
7.5.32 Improved cycle routes will have a direct impact on accessibility to the town centres. By
making these attractive, it will be more convenient for people without cars (including
children), to travel (independently) to the town centre.
7.5.33 Improved cycle routes will have an indirect impact on high quality public realm as they are
often designed together in an integrated fashion as part of local routes or longer greenways.
Care will be needed to ensure that the cycle route function and use does not discourage use
by pedestrians, elderly people or other people with particular impairments.
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9. Traffic management schemes in urban areas to re-balance modal hierarchy
7.5.34 It is inevitable that the imposition of sustainable transport measures, as proposed in the
Transport Study, will involve an impact on traffic capacity and on traffic flows. Consequently
there will be a requirement for DfI as the transport authority to consider how road-space is
designated and used by a range of modes (pedestrian, cyclist, bus, goods service vehicle and
general traffic) and exactly what priority is given to each. Traffic management schemes can
complement physical infrastructure schemes by amending regulations, signing and lining to
achieve that priority and provide safer and more coherent networks.
7.5.35 Traffic management schemes will impact directly on the objective to improve and create
continuous high quality urban active travel networks where traffic capacity has to be reassigned using amended road markings, junction layouts or phasing of signal settings.
7.5.36 Traffic management schemes will be required to ensure that accessibility to the town centre
is maintained or improved for all users. Consideration will be given to re-balancing priority to
pedestrians and public transport in town centre shopping streets whilst directing drivers to
designated parking locations as identified in the parking strategy.
7.5.37 Traffic management will also indirectly impact on public transport accessibility from the
wider catchment as town centre bus priority could make a significant difference in the
viability of routes at off-peak periods.
7.5.38 Traffic management will also indirectly impact on public realm as traffic engineers will likely
need to engage in the co-design of schemes that require changes in local traffic designations
or regulations to ensure their success.
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√√

10. Implement road safety measures to reduce collisions.
7.5.39 As referred to under Measure 8, the provision of greenways between the main hubs of
Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough will provide
safe routes for pedestrians and cyclists.
7.5.40 Similarly, the provision of improved walking and cycling routes in these settlements will
improve safety for pedestrians and cyclists. The provision of designated crossing points for
both pedestrians and cyclists will reduce collisions by providing safe crossing points for these
users.
7.5.41 By implementing traffic management schemes that give greater priority to pedestrians,
cyclists and public transport vehicles in the town centres, driver frustration is reduced which
in turn reduces the risk of collisions occurring.
7.5.42 These schemes will be identified through the revised BMTP in conjunction with the Local
Policies Plan.
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√√

11. Transport infrastructure to be designed, provided and maintained to ‘best practice’
standards to maximise performance at all times.
7.5.43 The provision of transport infrastructure designed, provided and maintained to ‘best
practice’ standards to maximise performance at all times relates directly to the objective to
be resilient to climate change and be well maintained.
7.5.44 This measure is effectively cross-cutting and has no direct bearing impact on any of the other
objectives.
7.5.45 It may be worth noting however, that despite ‘best practice’ in extreme conditions such as
road collisions or traffic signals failures or flooding, road infrastructure, especially urban, can
reach capacity leading to grid-lock. Similar grid-lock would never occur on active travel
networks. Resilience to system failures, such as traffic signal failures, can be increased by
providing ‘back-up’ systems whilst overall urban travel resilience can be increased by
ensuring that realistic active travel options are provided.
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8

Conclusion – the Transport Study

8.1.

The Transport Study for Lisburn and Castlereagh has identified that the area faces a number
of challenges in ensuring transport infrastructure and services facilitate government policies
and the Council’s growth ambitions.

8.2.

The study has therefore developed specific transport objectives and assessed a range of
alternative options to address these. The assessment has confirmed 11 Transport Measures.

8.3.

The Draft Transport Study for Lisburn and Castlereagh concludes that the following 11
measures should assist in the future development of the Council areas:
1: Improved inter-urban roads on KTC
New inter-urban road schemes will be identified and prioritised on the Key Transport
Corridors. These schemes will include A26 Moira to Nutts Corner scheme and other schemes
that will be listed in the Regional Strategic Transport Network Transport Plan. These schemes
will improve accessibility to the town centres by reducing journey times and improving
journey time reliability.
2: Improved ‘limited-stop’ bus services to key hubs
New ‘limited-stop’ bus services are expected to be identified and prioritised on the Key
Transport Corridors to and from Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area, Moira,
Carryduff and Hillsborough. These services will build upon the existing Goldline route
network to be listed in the Regional Strategic Transport Plan which will be prepared in 2019.
The bus services will capitalise on continued road improvements.
3: Integration of passenger transport services including innovative transport models such
as ‘ride-share’.
The viability of this measure would be considered in the context of NI-wide policy issues for
DfI and other transport providers and would be the subject of separate work.
4: Maintained and improved rail services and connections
Ongoing enhancements to the Portadown rail line will be required to maintain a good level of
rail service provision in Lisburn & Castlereagh.
Consideration of the re-opening and subsequent use of the Knockmore line will therefore be
undertaken in the wider Belfast Metropolitan Transport Plan.
5: New urban road links and supporting sustainable transport infrastructure to facilitate
key development funded by developer
The LDP Local Policies Plan stage will generate new zonings or developments that will require
new infrastructure to enable their delivery. In some cases new urban road links will be
needed simply to provide direct access however walking cycling and public transport
infrastructure and services are also likely to be needed. That infrastructure will need to be
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funded by the developer and planned and delivered in conjunction with the transport
authority.
6: Town Centre Parking Strategies including integrated management of long and short-stay
spaces
Town Centre Parking Strategies will be required in Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban
Area, Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough. The location of public parking and its designation
as long or short-stay using payment controls will be identified in the strategy at the LDP Local
Policies Plan stage. The strategies should remove extraneous traffic which dominates the
town centres and improve the turnover of parking spaces.
7: Provision of improved walking facilities in towns
The provision of improved walking facilities in Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater Urban Area,
Dundonald, Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough will be a key measure of the Transport Study.
The current pedestrian networks are incomplete and local levels of walking could be
improved. Improvements to the walking facilities may require retro-fitting work and may
impact on traffic capacity.
8: Provision of a network of attractive radial cycling routes in towns and greenways
between towns
The provision of improved cycling facilities in Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough will be a
central measure of the Transport Study. The current cycle network in these areas is far from
complete and opportunity exists to expand the existing cycle network. The provision of a
network of radial cycling routes may impact on traffic capacity. The designation and
identification of a network of routes will allow its delivery in co-ordination with development
proposals.
9: Traffic management schemes in urban areas to re-balance modal hierarchy
Consideration of how road-space is designated and used by a range of modes (pedestrian,
cyclist, bus, goods service vehicle and general traffic) in Lisburn City, Castlereagh Greater
Urban Area, Moira, Carryduff and Hillsborough. Traffic management schemes can
complement physical infrastructure schemes by amending regulations, signing and lining to
achieve appropriate priority and provide safer and more coherent networks.
10: Safety measures to reduce collisions
Implementing a range of road safety measures is necessary to reduce collisions in the main
hubs. This can be achieved by developing and improving the network of strategic and
community greenways between towns, walking and cycling routes, and crossing points within
settlements to provide safe routes and crossing locations for pedestrians and cyclists. Driver
frustration can also contribute to collisions and can be addressed through the
implementation of traffic management schemes.
11: Transport infrastructure to be designed, provided and maintained to ‘best practice’
standards to maximise performance at all times.
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Resilience to system failures, such as traffic signal failures, can be increased by providing
‘back-up’ systems whilst overall urban travel resilience can be increased by ensuring that
realistic active travel options are provided.

ANNEX – Transport Evidence Base
Contents:

Regional Connectivity by Road and Public Transport
• Figure A.1 – OSNI Map of NI Road and Rail Transport Network
• Figure A.2 – Travel Time by Car from Lisburn City at AM Peak Speed
• Figure A.3 – Travel Time by Car from Castlereagh Greater Urban Area at AM Peak Speed
• Figure A.4 – Travel Time by Car from Dundonald at AM Peak Speed
• Figure A.5 – Travel Time by Car from Moira at AM Peak Speed
• Figure A.6 – Travel Time by Car from Carryduff at AM Peak Speed
• Figure A.7 – Travel Time by Car from Hillsborough at AM Peak Speed
• Figure A.8 – Travel Time by Public Transport from Lisburn City from 7:00am
• Figure A.9 – Travel Time by Public Transport from Castlereagh Greater Urban Area from
7:00am
• Figure A.10 – Travel Time by Public Transport from Dundonald from 7:00am
• Figure A.11 – Travel Time by Public Transport from Moira from 7:00am
• Figure A.12 – Travel Time by Public Transport from Carryduff from 7:00am
• Figure A.13 – Travel Time by Public Transport from Hillsborough from 7:00am
• Figure A.14 – Map of Travel Time by Public Transport from Lisburn and Castlereagh City
Council to Health Facilities during AM Peak

Urban Walking and Cycling Infrastructure and Bus Services
• Figure A.15 – Pedestrian Infrastructure in Lisburn – Key Radial Footways by Width and
Type
• Figure A.16 – Pedestrian Infrastructure in Moira – Key Radial Footways by Width and Type
• Figure A.17 – Pedestrian Infrastructure in Carryduff – Key Radial Footways by Width and
Type
• Figure A.18 – Pedestrian Infrastructure in Hillsborough – Key Radial Footways by Width
and Type
• Figure A.19 – Cycling Infrastructure in Lisburn
• Figure A.20 – Cycling Infrastructure in Moira
• Figure A.21 – Cycling Infrastructure in Carryduff
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• Figure A.22 – Cycling Infrastructure in Hillsborough
• Figure A.23 – Map of Town Bus Services in Lisburn
• Figure A.24 – Map of Town Bus Services in Hillsborough

Travel to Work Destinations
• Figure A.25 – Percentage of Travel to Work Journeys from Lisburn City to other LGDs in
2011
• Figure A.26 – Percentage of Travel to Work Journeys from Metropolitan Castlereagh to
other LGDs in 2011

Modal Choice for Journeys to Work and Education across the Council Area
• Figure A.27 – Modal Choice for Journey to Work in Lisburn City and Metropolitan
Castlereagh
• Figure A.28 – Modal Choice for Journey to Work by distance in Lisburn City and
Metropolitan Castlereagh
• Figure A.29 – Modal Choice for Journey to Education in Lisburn City and Metropolitan
Castlereagh
• Figure A.30 – Modal Choice for Journey to Education by distance in Lisburn City and
Metropolitan Castlereagh

Road network speeds at peak and off-peak time periods
• Figure A.31 –Average Off Peak Speeds (mph) for Roads in Lisburn and Castlereagh City
Council
• Figure A.32 – Average Peak Speeds (mph) for Road in Lisburn
• Figure A.33 – Average Peak Speeds (mph) for Road in Castlereagh Greater Urban Area
• Figure A.34 – Average Peak Speeds (mph) for Road in Moira
• Figure A.35 – Average Peak Speeds (mph) for Road in Carryduff
• Figure A.36 – Average Peak Speeds (mph) for Road in Hillsborough

Road Collision History
• Table A.1 – Number of Road Traffic Casualties by Severity and Road User Type in Lisburn
City, 2007-2016
• Table A.2 – Number of Road Traffic Casualties by Severity and Road User Type in
Metropolitan Castlereagh, 2007-2016
• Table A.3 – Number of Road Traffic Casualties by Severity and Road User Type in Moira,
2007-2016
• Table A.4 – Number of Road Traffic Casualties by Severity and Road User Type in
Carryduff, 2007-2016
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Parking Provision
• Figure A.37 – Parking Provision Locations in Lisburn
• Figure A.38 – Parking Provision Locations in Moira
• Figure A.39 – Parking Provision Locations in Carryduff
• Figure A.40 – Parking Provision Locations in Carryduff
• Table A.5– Off-street Parking Provision by Spaces and Type in Lisburn City
• Table A.6 – Off-street Parking Provision by Spaces and Type in Moira
• Table A.7 – Off-street Parking Provision by Spaces and Type in Carryduff
• Table A.8 – Off-street Parking Provision by Spaces and Type in Hillsborough
• Table A.9 – On-street Parking Provision by Spaces and Type in Lisburn City
• Table A.10 – On-street Parking Provision by Spaces and Type in Moira
• Table A.11 – On-street Parking Provision by Spaces and Type in Hillsborough
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Section 1 – Regional Connectivity by Road and Public Transport
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Figure 0-1 – OSNI Map of NI Road and Rail Transport Network
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Figure 0-2– Travel Time by Car from Lisburn City at AM Peak Speed
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Figure 0-3 – Travel Time by Car from Castlereagh Greater Urban Area at AM Peak Speed
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Figure 0-4 – Travel Time by Car from Dundonald at AM Peak Speed
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Figure 0-5 – Travel Time by Car from Moira at AM Peak Speed
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Figure 0-6 – Travel Time by Car from Carryduff at AM Peak Speed
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Figure 0-7 – Travel Time by Car from Hillsborough at AM Peak Speed
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Figure 0-8 – Travel Time by Public Transport from Lisburn City from 7:00am
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Figure 0-9 – Travel Time by Public Transport from Castlereagh Greater Urban Area from 7:00am
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Figure 0-10 – Travel Time by Public Transport from Dundonald from 7:00am
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Figure 0-11 – Travel Time by Public Transport from Moira from 7:00am [DN: Check map. It doesn’t look right]
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Figure 0-12 – Travel Time by Public Transport from Carryduff from 7:00am
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Figure 0-13 – Travel Time by Public Transport from Hillsborough from 7:00am
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Figure 0-14 – Map of Travel Time by Public Transport from Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council to Health Facilities during AM Peak
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Section 2 – Urban Walking and Cycling Infrastructure and Bus Service
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Figure 0-15 – Pedestrian Infrastructure in Lisburn – Key Radial Footways by Width and Type
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Figure 0-16 – Pedestrian Infrastructure in Moira – Key Radial Footways by Width and Type
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Figure 0-17 – Pedestrian Infrastructure in Carryduff – Key Radial Footways by Width and Type
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Figure 0-18 – Pedestrian Infrastructure in Hillsborough – Key Radial Footways by Width and Type
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Figure 0-19 – Cycling Infrastructure in Lisburn
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Figure 0-20 – Cycling Infrastructure in Moira
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Figure 0-21 – Cycling Infrastructure in Carryduff
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Figure 0-22 – Cycling Infrastructure in Hillsborough
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Figure 0-23 – Map of Town Bus Services in Lisburn
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Figure 0-24 – Map of Town Bus Services in Hillsborough
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Section 3 – Travel to Work Destinations
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Figure 0-25– Percentage of Travel to Work Journeys from Lisburn City to other LGDs in 2011
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Figure 0-26– Percentage of Travel to Work Journeys from Metropolitan Castlereagh to other LGDs in 2011
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Section 4 – Modal Choice for Journeys to Work and Education across the
Council Area
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Figure 0-27– Modal Choice for Journey to Work in Lisburn City and Metropolitan Castlereagh
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Figure 0-28– Modal Choice for Journey to Work by distance in Lisburn City and Metropolitan Castlereagh
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Figure 0-29– Modal Choice for Journey to Education in Lisburn City and Metropolitan Castlereagh
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Figure 0-30– Modal Choice for Journey to Education by distance in Lisburn City and Metropolitan Castlereagh
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Section 5 – Road network speeds at peak and off-peak time periods
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Figure 0-31 –Average Off Peak Speeds (mph) for Roads in Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council
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Figure 0-32 – Average Peak Speeds (mph) for Road in Lisburn
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Figure 0-33 – Average Peak Speeds (mph) for Road in Castlereagh Greater Urban Area
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Figure 0-34 – Average Peak Speeds (mph) for Road in Moira
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Figure 0-35 – Average Peak Speeds (mph) for Road in Carryduff
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Figure 0-36– Average Peak Speeds (mph) for Road in Hillsborough
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Section 6 – Road Collision History
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Table 0-1– Number of Road Traffic Casualties by Severity and Road User Type in Lisburn City, 2007-2016
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Table 0-2– Number of Road Traffic Casualties by Severity and Road User Type in Metropolitan Castlereagh, 2007-2016
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Table 0-3– Number of Road Traffic Casualties by Severity and Road User Type in Moira, 2007-2016
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Table 0-4– Number of Road Traffic Casualties by Severity and Road User Type in Carryduff, 2007-2016
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Section 7 – Parking Provision
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Figure 0-37 – Parking Provision Locations in Lisburn
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Figure 0-38 – Parking Provision Locations in Moira
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Figure 0-39 – Parking Provision Locations in Carryduff
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Figure 0-40 – Parking Provision Locations in Hillsborough
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Table 0-5 – Off-street Parking Provision by Spaces and Type in Lisburn City
Reference

Car Park Name

Free/Paid

Tariff
Reference

Ownership

Total Number
of Spaces

Number of
Disabled
Spaces

L1_CP_01

Antrim Street

Paid

£0.70 per
hour

Council

130

2

L1_CP_02

Laganbank Road

Paid

£0.70 per
hour

Council

238

6

L1_CP_03

Smithfield
Square East

Paid

£0.70 per
hour

Council

52

3

L1_CP_04

Quay Street

Free

N/A

Council

23

0

L1_CP_05

Queen's Road

Paid

£0.30 per
hour

Council

40

2

L1_CP_06

Union Bridge

Free

N/A

Council

41

3

L1_CP_07

Barrack Street

Paid

£0.50 per
hour

Council

27

0

L1_CP_09

Governor's Road

Paid

£0.40 per
hour

Council

124

1

L1_CP_10

Longstone
Street

Paid

£0.40 per
hour

Council

69

0

L1_CP_11

Island Civic
Centre

Free

N/A

Council

302

15

L1_CP_13

Linenhall Street

Free

N/A

Private

16

2

L1_CP_14

Graham
Gardens (MSCP
+ McKeown St)

Paid

£0.90 per
hour

Private

570

6

L1_CP_15

Graham
Gardens (Short
Stay)

Paid

£0.90 per
hour

Private

69

0

L1_CP_16

Church Lane

Free

N/A

Private

145

0

L1_CP_17

Lisburn Square

Paid

£0.80 per
hour

Private

210

4

L1_CP_18

Bow Street Mall

Paid

£0.90 per
hour

Private

1020

20
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L1_CP_19

Chapel Hill

Free

N/A

Private

43

0

L1_CP_20

Lisburn Train
Station

Free

N/A

Private

46

2

L1_CP_21

Lisburn Health
Centre

Free

N/A

Private

77

7

L1_CP_22

Canal Street

Free

N/A

Private

22

0

L1_CP_24

Lisburn Leisure Park

Free

N/A

Private

476

19

3,740

75

Total
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Table 0-6 – Off-street Parking Provision by Spaces and Type in Moira

This table has been augmented with parking occupancy data collected by AECOM throughout October and
November 2017. The AM and PM weekday data was surveyed between 10:00-12:00 and 13:30-15:00
respectively. The weekend data was recorded on a Saturday around midday.

Table 0-7 – Off-street Parking Provision by Spaces and Type in Carryduff

Table 0-8 – Off-street Parking Provision by Spaces and Type in Hillsborough

Reference

Car Park Name

Free/Paid

Tariff
Reference

Ownership

Total
Number of
Spaces

Number of
Disabled
Spaces

H1_CP_01

Ballynahinch
Street

Paid

1

Council

56

3

H1_CP_02

Hillsborough
Health Centre

Free

N/A

Private

48

2

104

5

Total
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Table 0-9 – On-street Parking Provision by Spaces and Type in Lisburn City

Parking Length Description

Number
of
Parking
Spaces

% of
Total
Spaces

120

28%

Unrestricted Disabled Persons Bay

4

1%

Pay & Display 8am-6pm Monday-Saturday
1 hour no return within 1 hour

62

15%

Pay & Display 8am-6pm Monday-Saturday
2 hours no return within 1 hour

166

39%

Disabled persons bay limited waiting 8am6.30pm Monday-Saturday max stay 2
hours no return within 1 hour

19

4%

Limited waiting 8am-6.30pm MondaySaturday 1 hour no return within 1 hour

12

3%

Limited waiting 8am-6.30pm MondaySaturday 2 hour no return within 1 hours

10

2%

Limited waiting 8am-6pm MondaySaturday 2 hour no return within 1 hours

5

1%

Loading only

2

0%

Loading only Monday-Saturday 8am-6pm

10

2%

No Waiting except Taxis

3

1%

Coaches

2

0%

Electric Vehicles

0

0%

Other – No designation

10

2%

Total

425

100%

Unrestricted Kerb

Table 0-10 – On-street Parking Provision by Spaces and Type in Moira
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Table 0-11 – On-street Parking Provision by Spaces and Type in Hillsborough
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